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1. Introduction
1.1 This finalised Conservation Area Character Appraisal for Dudley Town Centre has been
produced following the publication of a draft appraisal which was the subject of public
consultation. The public’s views and comments have accordingly been taken into account and
incorporated into this appraisal as appropriate.
1.2 This Conservation Area Character Appraisal for Dudley Town Centre has been prepared
in order to inform the preparation of the Dudley Area Action Plan and should be read in
conjunction with this document. The 2004 Conservation Area Appraisal for Dudley Town
Centre has been re-appraised and up-dated resulting in this final publication. This Appraisal
work has been undertaken in parallel with the production of Dudley Urban Historic Landscape
Characterisation (UHLC) and the Conservation Area Character Appraisal for Castle Hill and
together, in combination with the adopted Conservation Area Management Plan for Dudley,
they provide valuable baseline that must be used for inform proposals for future development
and enhancement.
1.3 This Appraisal has studied and analysed in considerable detail the character, appearance
and special historic and architectural interest of the whole area of Dudley Town Centre. It has
also re-evaluated the boundary of the existing Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area and
concluded that there should be a slight amendment to its boundary. This is fully explained
and justified further below (Figure 1).
Summary of Special Interest
1.4 Dudley Town Centre’s special historic interest is multi-layered, reflecting its development
from a small market town in the Middle Ages, which served the chief castle of the barony, into
the administrative centre of a large urban and industrial district. Dudley has been described
as the ‘uncrowned capital of the Black County’ (Parsons, 1986) not least because in a
regional context it was the centre of a medieval honour whose Lords once held sway over
estates right across what is now the West Midlands conurbation. Each layer of historic
interest is reflected in features of the historic environment, whether it is the spatial character
of streets and market places, the architectural interest of buildings (including many buildings
of special architectural and historic interest) that make the familiar and cherished scene, the
uses and activities prevalent in the town centre itself, the views into and outwards from the
town’s streets and the combination of areas of different character that make up the town
centre as a whole.
th

1.5 The town’s buildings illustrate the wealth created by the industrial revolution of the 18
th
and early 19 century in particular and that transformed the Black Country into an
international powerhouse of manufacturing. Moreover the development of the town as the
centre of government, education, law and order and entertainment for the populous district
th
th
that surrounded it during the late 19 and early 20 century is also seen in the rich
assemblage of buildings of distinction as well as in the formal spaces created both as
commercial and civic spaces. As such, the Town Centre’s special architectural interest
includes a showcase of both the redbrick architecture that is so distinctive of the Black
th
Country as well as the more surprising and assemblage of modernist and other 20 century
architectural styles that make this an even more distinctive town centre.
1.6 As a commercial town centre Dudley has seen significant challenges during the past
decade, including increased competition from out of town shopping, falling affluence locally
and a drop in the number of workers based in and around the town centre. Maintaining and
enhancing the high quality environment that Dudley’s historic buildings and spaces provide is
an important focus for the regeneration of the town centre as a commercial and cultural
centre for the District. The experience of Dudley as an historic market town that is an
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attractive location to shop or work is one of the features that will help it to compete with
modern out of town centres. Nevertheless, the appraisal identifies areas and buildings that
represent opportunities for development to play an important role in enhancing the area and
better revealing its significance.

Area Action Plan Boundary

Figure 1 – Overall boundary showing inset boundary, Conservation Area boundary and
Ward Boundaries
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1.7 Key character features
Character Feature

Contribution to special interest

A market town
centre

This has been Dudley’s character for over eight centuries providing
facilities for the commercial, social, religious and administrative needs
of local residents and a wider surrounding district, as well as space for
businesses to develop to serve the needs of these communities.

The heart of
Dudley’s identity

The town centre and its landmarks contribute to the identity of the
wider community of Dudley as the common space shared by people
from the many surrounding suburbs, estates or settlements.

A core area of
streets that have
been used since the
Middle Ages

The street plan is focused on the broad medieval market place and
narrow sides streets and back lanes that help to define the core of the
town’s commercial area and around which buildings and spaces have
developed together to create the character of the town centre.

th

th

18 and 19 century
merchant’s houses

Surviving examples of the homes of wealthy merchants and
professionals who prospered in Dudley during the Industrial
revolution.
These illustrate the historical importance of the town as a centre of
manufacturing and industrial innovation, as well as providing areas of
high quality historic buildings that make the town an attractive and
distinctive location.

th

th

18 and 19 century
townhouses and
inns

These properties were often built on narrow-fronted plots,
representing the medieval property boundaries of the town and
contribute to the historic market town character of Dudley, as well as
reflecting the period of the town’s growth and renewal during the
industrial revolution.

Victorian, Edwardian
and ‘Inter War’
public buildings

These buildings illustrate the development of the town’s role in the
government, education, health and cultural needs of the town’s
people and represent significant investments in architectural quality
by the people of Dudley.
They form a distinct civic quarter within the town centre that is a focus
of the town’s civic pride and identity.

Late Victorian,
Edwardian and
‘Inter-War’ villas

These illustrate the late Victorian and Edwardian expansion of the
town centre onto the former Priory estate through the laying out of
Ednam Road and St James’ Road, as an area of high quality housing
in a green setting for the well-to-do citizens of Dudley.
They form an attractive area of buildings in a leafy setting used as a
mixture of residential accommodation, offices and premises for
professional services.

Purpose built
arcades, department
stores, public
houses and cinemas
th
built during the 19
th
and early 20

These include buildings of high quality designs that illustrate the
development of specialist functions of the town centre with buildings
th
th
to serve these during the late 19 and early 20 century including the
growing influence of national chains alongside Dudley’s traditional
independent retailers, as well as the development of the ‘improved
public house’ as a distinct class of building.
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centuries

They contribute to its status as a centre of special architectural
interest in the borough.

Documented survival
of medieval and
early modern
archaeological
remains

These provide a record of the town’s medieval origins, its changing
fortunes during the Middle Ages, its growing role as a centre of
industry and the effects of sieges during the Civil War.

The churchyards of
the two churches
and the municipal
space of
Coronations
gardens.

These green spaces have historic interest as the burial places that
th
served the town’s people until the early 19 century, with the special
interest of their association with the dreadful epidemics of the 1830s
and 40s.
The formal design of Coronation Gardens illustrates the development
th
of civic re-planning of the town centre in the early 20 century,
including the provision of green space as part of a healthier and more
attractive urban environment.
The Gardens in particular provide views to the castle that are both of
historic interest and have a high aesthetic value.

Views out from the
conservation area
over the surrounding
area

These include panoramas to the south and southwest taking in the
landscapes of North Worcestershire, South Staffordshire and the
Shropshire Hills, illustrating Dudley’s strategic positioning on the
routes from mid-Wales and the Severn Valley to the English midlands.

Attractive roofscape
views of ‘towers and
spires’ amidst a fine
grain of mainly
pitched rooftops

The roofscape views particularly from Inhedge Gardens, Stafford
Street and Prospect Hill have a high aesthetic value and provide a
different experience that highlights many of the buildings of greatest
architectural and historic interest in the town centre and its immediate
environs (including the castle keep).

1.8 Key issues and vulnerabilities
•

Loss of key historic buildings and their insensitive replacement with buildings of little
architectural merit and unsympathetic design has considerably detracted from
Dudley’s character as an historic market town. Further loss of such buildings or
unsympathetic infill development could imperil both the status of Dudley as an historic
town and affect its status as a cultural centre for the borough and the wider Black
Country region.

•

Lack of maintenance of historic buildings due to current lack of economic vitality and
under occupancy, in some cases leading to loss of historic fabric due to pests and
self seeded foliage and increased risk of criminal damage.

•

The depressed value of land and buildings, plus the need for specialist repair
techniques for historic buildings, creates a conservation deficit. This is seen as a
short-term phenomenon where the long-term value of historic buildings, as part of a
vibrant and distinctive town centre, is much higher.

•

Unsympathetic alterations to historic buildings, including shopfront alterations and
replacement windows in particular - resulting in loss of historic character and
aesthetic value.
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•

A combination of factors that have made the town less attractive for shoppers and
therefore reduced the economic value and maintenance of historic buildings and
investment in high quality architecture:
o

Traffic and congestion on High Street and Wolverhampton Street;

o

Lack of conveniently located car parking, reducing the viability of town centre
functions and therefore of historic buildings;

o

Confusing road layout making access to the town centre difficult and
therefore less attractive as a destination;

o

A lack of mix and quality of retail offer, reducing the attractiveness of the town
centre for middle-income shoppers (local residents or visitors);

o

Failure to adapt rapidly to changing demands for town centre services given
national trends away from comparison goods. The most successful small
town centres are made up of distinctive independents shops that are well
integrated to provide a mix of local services and a distinctive niche offer with
a high quality ‘experience’ based on cultural value. There is some evidence
that Dudley is adapting to provide niche offers and a higher quality
experience (including investment in public realm and market stalls), as well
as renovation of historic buildings;

o

Poor brand image of Dudley Town Centre as a destination for shoppers,
including lack of a clear offer for visitors or service for middle-income
customers.

•

Need for enhanced maintenance of green spaces – poor green space value of the
Inhedge Gardens due to limited network of paths, poor relationship with surrounding
buildings and poor seating areas have detracted from the value of this area. Attempts
to enhance St Edmund’s Parish Churchyard have been thwarted partly through lack
of passive surveillance and activity;

•

The highways dominated landscape of the Broadway and the lack of a public
entrance to the castle at Castle Street create a physical and psychological division of
the town centre and castle as elements of the historic landscape, resulting in the loss
of the combined significance as a planned medieval landscape;

•

The current and continued negative impact of poor quality frontages to historic
streets, particularly the gap site in Tower Street , Castle Street and King Street,
where historic frontages were demolished in the 1930s and 1960s and never
adequately redeveloped detracts from the character of the area as an historic and
distinctive town centre; and

•

The poor quality roofscape of later 20 century buildings in views over the town
centre, creates a poor first impression for visitors in views from Dudley Castle.

th

1.9 Key opportunities
•

Recent redevelopments in the town centre by Dudley College have demonstrated the
potential to add buildings of high quality modern design at the same time as restoring
historic buildings of interest. This has helped to create, locally distinctive
developments that ensure the area continues to evolve whilst retaining its special
st
historic and architectural interest. This will also add a legacy of 21 century
development that will contribute to Dudley’s special status in the future.
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•

Further opportunities remain for restoration of historic buildings to bring new vitality to
the town centre – whilst contributing to its character as the historic heart of a
community and a ‘heritage destination’ for visitors.

•

High quality replacement development of poor quality later 20 century buildings is an
opportunity to raise the quality of the town’s architecture and enhance key frontages.

•

Improved parking facilities on the edge of the Market Place/High Street corridor would
improve the attractiveness of the town centre for commercial use.

•

Focussing heritage regeneration projects that draw in external funding for the future
on the Market Place, Wolverhampton Street and New Street would build on the focus
of achievement of recently funded regeneration to develop a high standard of
management in the core of the conservation area.

•

Improving connections between the Castle and the town centre and the town centre
Churches by providing shared activities and by restoring a gateway and route from
the Castle and Zoo to Castle Street would help to emphasise the historic connection
between the two historic areas, as well as helping generate increased footfall into the
town from visitors to the zoo.

•

Reinvesting in the historic ‘entertainment quarter’ at the foot of Castle Hill could
include potential improvement of the Station Hotel, reuse or redevelopment of the
hippodrome and better connections to the Castle Gate area to the east to generate
an area that attracts more visitors to the town, enhancing the local economy and
emphasising the historic interest of this part of the town as an area developed for
entertainment at the gateway to the town centre from local transport routes.

•

Maintaining and enhancing the market as a focus of the town’s commercial activity,
helps to sustain a tradition that has lasted for eight centuries and is one of Dudley
Town Centre’s most distinctive features.

th

o

Strategically locating fresh fruit and vegetable stalls will help to create the
distinctive character that attracts visitors to stay longer, whilst there is
potential to increase the number of hot food stalls (also reducing the number
of mobile ‘vans’ cluttering the High Street).

o

Providing a number of stalls for dedicated themed market days, such as
antiques and bric-a-brac, vintage clothing, crafts, ethnic food or farmers’
produce could help to raise the variety of offer and attractiveness for visitors,
without requiring vendors to dedicate themselves to a week-long presence.
This has been seen to work in other markets.

•

Using signage to raise the visibility of the shops that contribute to the Town Centre’s
niche offers, such as high quality butchers and public houses could also raise the
attractiveness of the town centre for visitors and middle-income shoppers, whilst also
highlighting some of Dudley’s historic buildings and distinctive independent
businesses.

•

Bringing historic buildings back into viable uses through sensitive renovation provides
an opportunity to enhance some of the town centre’s key gateways, including High
Street and Wolverhampton Street, whilst increasing the residential use of the town
centre.
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2. Background
2.1 The Dudley Town Centre was designated as a Conservation Area in 2005 following
extensive public consultation on the Conservation Area Character Appraisal which was
published and adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) in 2004. In order to
inform the preparation of the Dudley Area Action Plan and in view of the existing appraisal
being over ten years old it was concluded that it would be appropriate to review the appraisal
to ensure it is up to date and meets the standards of Historic England’s revised guidance.
2.2 Furthermore, section 69 of the 1990 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act imposes a duty on Local Planning Authorities to designate as Conservation Areas "any
areas of special architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance." The act also places a duty on local authorities to designate
conservation areas where appropriate and from "time to time" to review the extent of
conservation area designation within their districts.
2.3 The area’s ‘special interest’ forms its significance as per the wording of the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The NPPF states that Council’s should ensure that a
conservation area justifies such status because of its special architectural or historic interest.
Within the definitions set out in the NPPF the conservation area is a designated heritage
asset. It requires local planning authorities to identify and assess the particular significance of
a heritage asset when determining planning applications and to have up to date evidence
about the significance of heritage assets and the contribution they make to their environment.
This information will be used to assess any potential impacts that may result from proposals
and should be used to avoid or minimise harmful impacts and to exploit opportunities to
enhance or better reveal the significance of the area. This information should also be used to
inform plan making.
2.4 Many buildings, spaces and other features of the historic environment contribute
positively to the significance of the conservation area as a heritage asset, whilst a number
may be regarded as detracting from it. The appraisal seeks to define the significance of the
area and identify features that contribute positively to, or detract from it. However, with a large
and complex area it is not possible to refer to every building or feature individually. Where a
building is not picked out in the analysis it shouldn’t be regarded as not contributing to the
area’s significance. As such, proposals for change should include their own assessment of
significance with reference to the appraisal.
2.5 The draft appraisal was prepared in Spring and Summer 2014 and published for public
consultation in summer 2015. The draft appraisal included review of the first appraisal of the
area prepared in 2005 and discussion with key stakeholders including such as Dudley Canal
Trust, Black Country Living Museum and Dudley Zoo.
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Figure 2 – Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area boundary 2015
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3. The Location and Setting of the Town Centre
3.1 Understanding how Dudley Town Centre has evolved topographically and historically is
essential if we are to understand what has shaped and provided Dudley Town Centre with its
unique character. Its origins and development also has a significance influence when
determining and justifying the Conservation Area boundary. What provides the Dudley Town
Centre Conservation Area with its cohesion and ultimately its boundary and extent is its
historical, geological, topographical and archaeological background.
3.2 Significance
Key character
features

Contribution to significance

Location as a
hub of regional
routes

Routes from the Stour Valley to the ridge of hills and the Midlands
Plateau beyond and along the ridgeway routes converge at Dudley Town
Centre and appear to be of early medieval and possibly Roman or earlier
origin. These have made Dudley a strategically significant location both
for trade and the military control of a large area in the West Midlands.

Location
adjacent to
Dudley Castle
and the features
of a baronial
landscape

The town developed in the shadow of its castle and within a rural
th
landscape that was still present up until the late 18 century and could
th
still be appreciated in some locations into the 20 century.
The relationship to the castle (illustrating the historic process of the
linked development of the two heritage assets) can still be appreciated in
views and contributes to the historic landscape’s integrity.
The survival of a rural setting is confined to Castle Hill and the small area
of Peggy’s Meadow some distance from the Town Centre.
The parkland at Priory Park preserves the earthworks of fishponds and
the ruins of St James’ Priory, which are also a part of the medieval
setting of the town centre, adding to the integrity of the medieval
landscape. These also form part of the landscape of Priory Hall
representing the continuing control of resources by the Earl of Dudley in
th
to the 19 century.
th

Surviving
evidence of
industrial
development in
the town
centre’s setting

Industrial development in the late 18th and early 19 century resulted in
rapid development of housing and small industrial sites around the south
and west sides of the town centre.

A green setting
that encouraged
th
high quality 18 ,
th
th
19 and 20
century
development

The process of expansion of the town’s quality residential areas
th
northward over the medieval Priory’s estate started in the early 18
th
century and continued into the early 20 century. This is still appreciable
with green spaces of Priory Park and school playing fields providing an
attractive setting to the north of the town centre and providing a part of
the designed aesthetic of the residential streets both within and outside
the conservation area.

Surviving areas of industrial period housing and the small number of
industrial buildings illustrate the role of the town as the focus of a much
larger industrial period settlement and the period of rapid increase of
population that fuelled the development of specialised town centre
functions. Wolverhampton Street, Bourne Street and the Churchfield
Street areas represent fragmentary survivals of these areas.
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The influence of
topography on
the placement of
the town

The steep hillsides and high point on the ridge provided the strategically
important point that led to the development of the castle on the hill and
the town that served it.
As laid out in the Middle Ages the principal axis of the town ran along a
ridge between two small valleys (one to the north and one to the south),
which would have provided drainage and stood on the route that ran all
the way from the ridge of hills down into the Stour valley.
The position of Dudley Castle on the eminence of hill terminating this
axis ensured it maintained a visible presence to control the new town
centre. The gap between Castle Hill and Kates Hill provided a convenient
point to cross the ridge with the modern road illustrating this function.

Located within
an area of richly
mixed
geological
resources

The town lies on carboniferous Coal measure with bands of ironstone
and clays overlying Silurian limestone. The bedrock was disturbed
between 490 and 400 million years ago creating folds in the limestone
that were thrust up as a ridge, from which the carboniferous strata was
eroded revealing the present hills.
The combination of the limestone, coal and ironstone fuelled the early
development of the internationally important iron founding and iron and
steel working industries during the industrial revolution. The town centre
provided an important focus for this industrial district, which was a centre
for technological innovation.

Specialised
town centre
functions that
provide
continuity and a
sense of identity

Dudley Town Centre supports a range of activities and uses that reflect
its historic status as a commercial, social, cultural, religious and
administrative centre, historically, for a medieval barony, later as a
county borough and now for the north east quarter of the metropolitan
borough. The continuity of many of these uses is a part of the area’s
character as an historic town centre. These are important to the sense of
identity of the Town Centre as an historic town centre

The commercial
focus of the
market place

From its earliest existence the town centre’s focus would have been the
market place, located just outside the castle gates and following the
route from the west. This has remained the heart of Dudley’s commercial
activity, whilst the town has developed to serve as the commercial centre
of a growing population. Remaining the focus of commercial
th
development into the late 20 century.

Specialist
functions
illustrated in the
town centre’s
historic
buildings

The administrative and cultural functions are a result of the area’s special
interest as the centre of a borough and form important positive elements
of its character. They are often represented within the special
architectural interest of the conservation area with buildings of interest
and quality designed for specific functions or within the spaces that make
up the framework of the town centre.

Location and Context
3.3 Dudley is located in the north of the Borough and it falls within the catchment area of
three electoral wards: Castle & Priory, St James’s and St Thomas’s (Figure 1). The
numerous routes into the town centre, including those along the ridgeways provide several
important gateway areas for the town centre, as well as channelled views to the town centre.
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The town centre has links both in terms of physical access and views to Castle Hill, including
Dudley Castle and the Coneygree Hill Woodlands with scheduled remains of the limestone
mining industry immediately to the north east. These form part of an integrated landscape of
special historic and architectural interest illustrating important aspects of both the medieval
and industrial past of the town centre.
3.4.Whilst the views to Kates Hill provide a visual link with the large suburb that developed to
the south east of the town but is now separated from it by the bypass. To the south east at
Bourne Street and Hall Street and to the south west the area between Vicar Street and
Churchfield Street historical residential areas provide surviving areas of the early and mid
th
19 century residential hinterland of the town centre. Indeed the Churchfield Street area is
considered to be an area of high historic townscape value in its own right due to the
th
preservation of early, mid and late 19 century historic housing on a grid of streets
th
th
interspersed with mid 19 and early 20 century industrial buildings.
3.5 The former settlement of Queen’s Cross (now mainly a small area of offices and a
modern church) and the Blower’s Green schools are located just to the south east. The
schools represent development that served both the town centre and the surrounding suburbs
and include examples of the investment in a high standard of architecture for public buildings
th
th
at the turn of the 19 century to the 20 .
3.6 To the north west, the large and architecturally distinguished civic building of the
Magistrate’s Court lies just outside the Conservation Area at Inhedge.
3.7 At Wolverhampton Street a ribbon of historic development of mixed residential and
commercial buildings runs out from the town centre along one of the key historic routes liking
it to other regional centre and now forms an important gateway area.
3.8 At St James’ Road to the north the streetscape continues from the conservation area as
an attractive residential area, with a tree lined street and the notable late Victorian and
Edwardian buildings of Castle High School, other buildings illustrate a later period of housing
development than the Victorian and Edwardian houses to the south.
3.9 Priory Road and the Broadway both provide links to the green open space of Priory Park,
just to the north of the town centre, including the medieval ruins and earthworks of the Priory
of St James.
Landscape Setting, Topography and Geology
3.10 The topography and geology of Dudley has clearly influenced the physical layout and the
historical development of the town centre (Figure 3). To the north of the town is Castle Hill,
composed of Limestone of the Silurian System, To the south-east of Castle Hill are two
eminences of basaltic formation: Cawney Hill and Tansley Hill, comprising the first two in a
range which stretches away for some two miles into Rowley Regis, its topsoil being formed
for decomposed basalt. The remainder of the area comprises numerous strata of coal,
ironstone and fireclay, one bed of coal being ten yards thick, the thickest in the country.
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Figure 3 Bedrock and mineral types in Dudley Borough
3.11 Topographically the town in situated in a break in the north-south ridge of central
England. It is overlooked by higher land on its northwest (Wrens Nest), southeast (Cawney
Bank) and northeast sides (Kate’s Hill). The most prominent topographical features of the
town and probably the highest is Castle Hill with the ruins of the medieval castle providing
orientation for visitors. Another important hill in the town is the Inhedge (on the junction of
Stafford Street and Steppingstone Street where there are excellent views across to the
Castle. The High Street running north to south provides the main linear features of the town
and is announced at both end by ‘Bottom Church’ and ‘Top Church’. Another but less
significant high point exists at the eastern edge of the town where view overlook the bus
station providing wonderful views access to the Castle. The hill top location of the town
provides views out over the wider urban landscape of the borough to the attractive rural
setting of Staffordshire and Worcestershire with the Shropshire Hills in the far distance. Key
landmarks are the greenery of Netherton Hill and the church at its top and the Clent Hills.
3.12 The steep green slopes and strategically placed castle are prominent features of the
conservation area’s setting. Castle Hill (the road) runs down from the gap between Castle Hill
and Kates Hill, which provides a crossing point of the ridge of hills to the plain of the Midland
plateau.
3.13 The influence of the geological wealth of Dudley is the town centre which was largely
renewed during the industrial revolution when it was being exploited to its fullest. The coals
and clays of the South Staffordshire Coalfield also supported a rich brick-making industry in
the region, with the iron rich clays and availability of fuel being used to produced well fired
and dense dark red brick that is a locally distinctive characteristic found in the conservation
area and the wider area.
3.14 The fossil rich Silurian limestone beds were and still are an internationally significant
resource for the study of life on our planet in the period of 425 – 430 million years ago.
Dudley Museum and Art Gallery provides a nationally significant geological collection.
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Activity and Uses
Commercial
3.15 The town centre is a focus for commercial activity, acting as a large district centre and
also offering a mixture of services (including banking, estate agents and legal services), as
well as convenience shopping (everyday consumable items including groceries, toiletries,
flowers etc) and some comparison shopping such as clothes, jewellery, furniture and toys.
The open market has a special role as the heart of the commercial activity.
3.16 A high number of independent retailers contribute to the locally distinctive character of
the streetscape character, through their advertising. A notable speciality Dudley Town Centre
is the number of high quality butchers. A small number of notable family businesses who
have been Dudley names for a long time including Teddy Gray’s sweetshop, John Hollins’
Jewellers, Harper and Caswell and Roger Scott Gentleman’s Outfitters. These are considered
to the locally distinct character of the town centre, whilst their historic shopfronts contribute to
the historic interest of the streetscene. Nevertheless, the town centre still retains a large
number of national high street names, reflecting the development of larger brands from the
th
early 20 century, although there has been repositioning for more discount shopping over the
past five years.
Religious hub
3.17 The town centre has traditionally served as the focus of a large parish and with growing
number of denominations and religions has provided numerous buildings many of which
continue to provide a place of worship for their communities. A non-exhaustive list of those in
the conservation area includes the Parish churches of St Edmund and St Thomas, the
Unitarian Chapel, the Evangelical Church at King Street, the Jehovah’s Witnesses Kingdom
Hall at Castle Hill, the Catholic Church at Trindle Road, Dudley Central Mosque (former
Victorian school building) at Castle Hill and the Mata da Mandir Hindu Temple at King Street
(also reusing a former Victorian School building). These represent a mixture of uses within
purpose built historic places of worship and the reuse of historic buildings to reflect the
changing cultural character of Dudley, a process that has been part of the Town Centre’s
th
storey since the mid 20 century.
3.18 A Baptist Church and Methodist Church fall within the 2015 conservation area boundary
at Priory Road and Wolverhampton Street/Cross Street respectively.
Social, Cultural and Leisure Hub for the surrounding District
3.19 The Black Country region is a hub for high quality, small scale brewers, reflecting the
tradition of the numerous small breweries that developed to serve the urban populations in
th
the mid 19 century. The beer houses associated with many of these small breweries
provided the social venues for the townspeople and continue to provide an important social
rile. As an historic market town, Dudley would also have been a focus of inns, of which the
Saracen’s Head is the best surviving example. Many public houses were closed across the
district in the last decade by the larger breweries or ‘pub companies’. However, those in the
town centre have generally remained open, often through transfer to Free Hold ownership
with reinvestment in the historic building stock and entrepreneurial input developing unique or
interesting offers. These continue to provide an important venue for the social life of the
people of Dudley.
3.20 The concert hall remains as a key focus for cultural events in the town centre, continuing
to fulfil the role for which it was built over 70 years ago, with a lively programme of events that
include nationally recognised acts as well as local performers. Similarly, both the museum
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and art gallery and the central library, continue to provide cultural and educational resources
in the town centre.
3.21 The town centre supports its social hub function as a focus of restaurants and café’s and
alternative snack bars. A distinctive local favourite are shops selling roast pork rolls, but there
are also many bakers and takeaways. The latter are thought to be overly dominant in some
areas (particularly High Street) and tend to be closed during the working day, resulting in
areas of inactive frontage and a neglected appearance. Opening of two restaurants (Charlton
House and The Old Glass House) in addition to existing cafe’s in the Stone Street Square
area is seen as a positive indication that an ‘eating quarter’ is evolving from within Dudley and
that dining may be a developing use that reflects longer stays in the town centre and more
social interaction. The Venue (formerly the Regal Cinema) provides a setting for larger
celebrations and functions, which brings activity to the top end of the High Street.

Plate 1 – Former Fire Station, Stone Street Square, now converted into a Cafe/Restaurant.
3.22 Recent developments have also brought the Further Education College into the town
centre providing another role but also bringing students into proximity with the shops and
cafes, which could benefit from their presence and need for social space.
Administration
3.23 The town centre is the administrative heart of the borough including the Town Hall,
Council Offices and Police Station and Courts (just outside the conservation area boundary),
job centre and training. This reflects a long history of administrative roles, with the present
th
Council House and Town Hall, having replaced a mid 19 century Council House that stood
th
in this location, which, in turn, replaced the 17 century Guildhall that stood in the market
place. This use has left a legacy of fine buildings, which are given further consideration
below. The administrative functions contribute a large number of office workers to the town
centre, who make a positive contribution to its economy. The presence of the Police Station
also contributes to the security of the town centre.
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Plate 2: Dudley Town Hall and Council buildings
Other Town Centre uses include
3.24 The town centre provides a hub for health services, including doctors’ surgeries and
dentistry, which is another historic function that is part of its role as a town centre. The town
th
centre has been a centre for professional services since, at least the late 19 century, with
specialist buildings that include combined homes and officers, such as the various solicitors’
offices and banks on Wolverhampton Street. The role as a centre for services grew
th
substantially in the 20 century, resulting in the construction of numerous office blocks, such
as the Trident centre Tower and St John’s House, but is now retracting.
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4. Historic interest and archaeological potential
4.1 Dudley’s historical evolution and archaeological background have had a significant
influence in determining and justifying the boundary of the Dudley Town Centre Conservation
Area as it is what provides the town centre with its cohesion (Figure 4).
Historical development
Prehistoric, Roman and Early Medieval
4.2 The hill top location of Dudley Town Centre was probably chosen for its strategic value as
a place where routes along the ridges met and where the route from the Severn Valley could
run between the hills to reach the plain of the Midlands Plateau to the east. Bronze Age
pottery found during excavations at Inhedge Gardens in 2002 is the earliest evidence of
activity in the town centre,
4.3 There has been some speculation about the use of Castle Hill as a hill fort during the Iron
Age, whilst it is noted that the area of the Town Centre is well positioned to be on a route
between the Roman forts at Greensforge (to the south west and Walls to the north east.
However, there is presently no further evidence of occupation until the documentary and
place name evidence that suggests a settlement at Dudley in the middle Saxon period
th
th
th
(roughly the late 7 , 8 and 9 centuries). Radio carbon-dated deposits found during
archaeological excavations at Dudley Castle suggested a settlement was located there at this
time, which may have been the original Dudley.
4.4 The place name Dudley is of Old English origin and commonly interpreted as derived
from ‘Dudda’s Leah’ meaning a settlement with a hedged clearing or enclosure near to
woodland belonging to Dudda. This suggests that Dudley was a small settlement in the
Anglo-Saxon period, probably providing a subsidiary upland settlement to one of the more
important estate centres such as Sedgley and Kingswinford in the early Middle Ages. Indeed
th
Dudley Castle, remained a part of the manor of Sedgley until the 19 century, reflecting its
subsidiary position to that settlement.
Dudley as the heart of a medieval
barony
4.5 The Domesday survey, compiled
for William the Conqueror in 1086,
suggests Dudley remained a small
th
century,
settlement in the 11
although it records the presence of a
smith and two leagues (six miles) of
woodland (possibly referring to the
extensive area of Pensnett Chase)
and, at a taxed value of three pounds
a year, it was a more valuable holding
than many other settlements of similar
size.
4.6 Dudley had been given to Ansculf
de Picquigny during William’s reign as
part of a group of estates in South
and Worcestershire (along with
properties
focused
in
Northamptonshire), the ownership of
which made him a baron (the highest
Figure 4: The evolution of Dudley Town Centre
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level of the king’s tenants who owed him military service and with many knights to command.
Previously, the Dudley property had been owned by Earl Edwin, an Anglo-Saxon aristocrat. It
is believed that Ansculf’s barony was created to subdue the population of the area who had
rebelled under Edwin in the 1060s. Ansculf chose to make Dudley, rather than the historic
estate centre at Sedgley, the chief place in his barony, possibly avoiding his predecessor’s
power base and preferring the defensible hilltop location to create the motte and bailey castle
that would become the home of many subsequent barons of Dudley.
The town’s medieval origins and planning
th

4.7 Whilst a small settlement is likely to have lain around the 11 century castle, there is no
th
evidence of the town’s existence until the 12 century. During the middle years of the century
it appears the Paganel family (then Barons of Dudley) undertook a programme of
improvement of their Dudley estate. This included rebuilding their castle in stone, founding St
James’ Priory in the southern part of the estate’s hunting park and the planning of a town,
including a market, just outside the castle gates. St Edmund’s King & Martyr (Bottom Church)
and St Thomas and St Luke (Top Church) form ‘bookends’ to the town are both recorded in
the 1180s. Planting a new town next to an existing castle was common practice at this time
as powerful landowners sought to increase the economic value of their property. The town
provided a regular income in rents from new tenants, as well as tolls to be charged on market
stallholders. The earliest record of the market dates from 1261, although it is likely it dates
from the earliest days of the town. Dudley also held an annual fair drawing in merchants from
a much wider area, on whom tolls would also be levied. To reflect the dedication of the Priory
to St James, the town’s annual fair was held on St James’ Day (most commonly celebrated
th
on July 25 ).
4.8 The new town appears to have been set out as tenements either side of the long road
leading to the gates of the castle from the west. This followed the ridge between two small
valleys, ensuring the new market place would be well drained, as well as being easy to
control from the castle. It also suggests the direction from which trade was expected to come,
i.e. the Severn valley and the roads to Wales via Bridgnorth. The new tenements appear to
have been set out using the divisions of the strips in the fields that preceded them, with long
gently curved boundaries that can still be traced in some places, such as the course of the
Fountain Arcade. The narrow frontages of these plots maximised the number of properties
that would have access to the commercial space of the main street. This established a rhythm
of frontages that still remains partially in evidence to this date.
4.9 Leading off from and running parallel with the main street were the long back-lanes that
served the rear of the long tenement plots, as well as providing access to the fields beyond.
These may still be traced as Tower Street, Priory Street, Inhedge, Greystones and King
th
Street (the latter much straightened in the 19 century). Other roads of the medieval street
pattern, such as Hall Street and Wolverhampton Street represent the regional routes from
other important centres that made Dudley a hub and a natural point for the establishment of a
commercial centre.
4.10 To the west, south and south east the town was bounded by the open fields where the
townsfolk would have held strips and farmed in common. However, this common ownership
also served to limit any expansion of the town from its earliest footprint. The property of the
Priory created a limit on expansion to the north and the castle to the west (Figure 5).
The changing fortunes of medieval Dudley
th

th

4.11 The town grew during the 13 and early 14 century, with new building extending the
town westward along High Street beyond St Thomas’ Church, which is presumed to have
formed a western limit to the early town. The earliest record of coal mining in the area was of
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the mine for ‘sea coal’ owned by Roger de Somery (another of the Baron’s of Dudley) in
1291. Sea coal was the term used to distinguish mineral coal from charcoal in the middle
ages. As a source of fuel it was of less value in the middle ages although its availability may
have contributed to the early growth of the town as a centre for metalworking.
th

4.12 However, the town shrank again in the mid-14 century when buildings on upper High
Street were abandoned and their sites used for new coal mines or ‘bell pits’. Depopulation of
the town may initially have resulted from the Black Death, which decimated the population in
th
the 1340s and 1360s. During the 15 century the town began to develop a reputation as a
centre for manufacture of iron nails and scythe blades. However, as a town of wooden
buildings it was vulnerable to fire and a conflagration in 1476 is recorded as resulting in the
destruction of St Edmund’s Church, following which the Baron granted trees from Pensnett
Church to provide timbers for a new building.
Early Modern Dudley (c. 1530 – 1750)
th

4.13 During the 16 century the castle
became an important seat of John Dudley
(Duke of Northumberland), who leased it
from his impoverished cousins the de
Somerys. However, the town may not have
shared the castle’s fortune. During the Civil
War the castle was a royalist garrison that
was used to control one of the important
route from the Severn Valley to the
Midlands. As a result it was besieged twice.
The second siege of the castle resulted in
firing of buildings at the eastern end of the
town in order to prevent their use as shelter
by the Parliamentarians, which also resulted
in demolition of St Edmund’s Church.
Siegeworks were built running from Castle
Street to St James’ Priory, which have since
been encountered in excavations north of
Green Man Entry.
th

4.14 During the 17 century the town’s
growth as a centre for metalworking appears
Figure 5: Artist’s impression of Medieval
to have continued. A distinct metalworking
Dudley by Neil Ludlow.
district developed on the north side of Tower
Street and around Stone Street Square, where the former horse pool was drained and the
area paved. This may also reflect the release of land on the edge of the town from the
Priory’s estate, which had been granted to the de Somerys after the dissolution. At several
th
sites within the town there is evidence of rebuilding of town houses in stone during the 17
century (please note the gable end of the Saracens Head, Stone Street). This both reflects
both growing prosperity, and the increasing value of timber as fuel for industry and timber of
th
ship building. By the early 18 century larger houses were being built with the wealth created
by the town’s industry. An indication of the source of this wealth is the pioneering use of
steam power with the first use of Newcomen’s steam engine to pump water from deep colliery
workings at the Coneygree Colliery, just to the north east of the town, in 1712.
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th

Industrial period (Mid 18 century – early 20 century)
4.15 Other initiatives that drove forward the town’s revolution as the heart of a major
manufacturing district included the opening of turnpike roads, improving the condition of
Dudley’s road connections to other nearby towns, particularly Birmingham and
Wolverhampton. However, these appear to have soon been overwhelmed by the volume of
th
traffic using them and in the later 18 century the opening of the Birmingham Canal
Navigations in 1772, providing the next step in joining Dudley’s industries to the nation. It was
shortly followed by the Dudley Canal in 1779. These allowed the town to export goods
produced but also provided routes to transport raw materials, including the limestone, coal
and ironstone used in iron foundries, allowing a rapid increase in the scale of production.
Development in the town centre included the creation of New Street, which was probably
added in the 1750s, possibly as part of the turnpiking of the Road to Wolverhampton. The
road to Birmingham from the foot of castle hill (known as Nether Trindle) was turnpiked in
1761, whilst the road through the town from Nether Trindle to Brettell Line (beyond Brierley
Hill) had been turnpike by 1800. Indeed, High Street was referred to as the turnpike road in
th
the 18 century.

Figure 6: Harry Court’s Map of 1780
4.16 During the 1780s the remaining open fields surrounding the town were enclosed,
allowing the town to expand onto the former farmland with streets of speculatively built
workers’ housing and small factories (Figure 6). Parts of the town centre (particularly south of
High Street but including the area around the glass works at Stone Street) were also
developed as courts of tightly packed housing for the town’s rapidly growing population of
th
workers. By the second quarter of the 19 century Dudley was seriously crowded and
unhealthy. The cholera epidemic of 1832 killed between 500 and 600 people in Dudley alone
with the need for burials outstripping the available space in the St Thomas’ and St Edmund’s
burial grounds.
4.17 Wolverhampton Street, Stone Street and Priory Street are notable for the better quality,
th
large Regency period blocks that were built in the early 19 century, suggesting this was a
more ‘upmarket’ part of the town. Many of these buildings were subdivided later to create
shops and tenements. The expansion of the parish’s population required rebuilding and
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expanding St Thomas’ Church in 1815-18. The town also needed to supply inns for travellers,
which were focused at various points around the town, including Stone Street and Castle
Street.
4.18 By 1832, the population of Dudley had reached 23,043, making it a town of considerable
importance (Figure 7). The Earl’s estate offices had been located at the ‘top’ of the town next
to St Thomas Church, but in the 1830s they were moved to the foot of the castle (now The
Fellows) as rearrangement of the town’s roads ‘cut off’ the end of Castle Street with a more
direct route from Castle Hill to Caste Street (possibly enabled through the Wolverhampton
and Dudley Turnpike Trust established by Act of Parliament in 1829). The new offices were
robustly constructed buildings located in the shadow of the historic focus of the Earl’s
dynastic authority possibly reflected the concern of the landowners about civil unrest. The
year 1831, for example, saw many riots in the Black Country.
4.19 With a large working population the town was also in need of sources of entertainment.
The Duke of Wellington’s Beer House Act of 1830 sought to ensure beer drinking provided a
social outlet that was considered less dangerous and morally corrupting than harder spirits.
These were generally licensed to sell beer made on the premises and so each beer house
included a small brewery of which there were once many located throughout the town. These
also required a good supply of malt for brewing, resulting in another industry that developed
rapidly among the town’s narrow streets.

Figure x: Treasures Map (1835)

Figure 7: Treasures Map of 1835
th

4.20 From the mid 19 century a new programme of enhancing the civic spaces of the town
as well as seeking to influence the spiritual, moral and physical welfare of the population can
be seen to emerge. During the 1840s the Church of England and the Earl contributed to the
construction of schools at Castle Hill and King Street, whilst a dispensary and doctor’s house
was built at Priory Road. A building, resembling a small castle, was built at Priory Street in
1843 to serve the newly formed police force, including a magistrate’s court.
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4.21 Nevertheless a Government Health Inspector’s report written in 1852 is damning of the
conditions in Dudley:
“In no other part of England and Wales is the work of human extermination effected in so
short a time as in the district surrounding Dudley, and in no other part, even of that district, is
the time so short as in the parish of Dudley. So far as the duration of life, therefore, is
concerned, Dudley is the most unhealthy place in the country”.
4.22 Further enhancement of the town continued during the 1850s, including the demolition of
buildings occupying the market place, including the town hall, to open out this important civic
space. A new town hall was built in Priory Road (next to the Police Station) and a County
Court in Priory Street in 1858. The public drinking fountain was installed in 1867 to act as a
centrepiece to the newly opened market place.
4.23 The development of new functions for local government and the role of Dudley as the
cultural centre of the district were expressed through new buildings constructed in the 1880s,
90s and early 1900s. These included the Library and Art School (1883), a new market place
at Stone Street Square (replacing the Dudley Flint Glassworks in 1886), Offices for the Board
of Guardians (1888) on St James’ Road, a Fire Station on Priory Street (1892) and the Library
on St James’ Road (1909). These buildings helped to establish a well-defined ‘civic quarter’
on the northern edge of the town’s historic core.
4.24 The development of this area was driven by the sale of plots of land on the edge of the
former Priory Estate by the Earl of Dudley, allowing the creation of St James’ Road. Just to
the north further plots were sold to create a new fashionable area of housing along St James’
Road and Ednam Road. A new Grammar School and a girls’ school were also built in this
area, with playing fields that would ensure the survival of the green setting for the next
century.

Figure 8: First Edition Ordnance Survey Map (1881-1887)
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th

Early 20 century
A centre for public services
th

4.25 The early 20 century and, in particular, the period between the two World Wars, was a
time of considerable investment in the buildings of Dudley, reflecting its development as a
town centre. Considerable expenditure in public buildings included measures to improve the
health, access to work and entertainment of the population such as the tuberculosis clinic at
Parsons Street, the employment exchange opposite and the new town hall completed in
1928. A new combined police, fire and ambulance station was built on Tower Street,
replacing the industrial buildings of a carriage works. New shops with flats over were built to
replace older housing at New Street Chamber and Priory Chambers built by the Council in
1923. Indeed, a considerable proportion of New Street was rebuilt in these years widening
the street and creating a distinctive character. This led to the New Council House built in
1934-5 with the civic gardens opposite opened in 1939 and later renamed Coronation
Gardens in 1952.
A centre for entertainment
4.26 This was also a period of investment in the town centre’s public houses which acted as
flagships for the area’s breweries. The wave of ‘improved public houses’ were their answer to
changing attitudes to drinking, using architecture to make beer a more respectable drink with
th
connotations of Merrie England created by borrowing features of 17 century coaching inns
(see the Court House Public House New Street, the Three Crowns, High Street, or the Griffin,
Stone Street, or by expressing the modernity of the breweries by using more stylish modern
architecture as at the former Hen and Chickens (now Ladbrokes) or the Angel (now British
Red Cross), both on High Street.
4.27 Development as a centre of new forms of entertainment for the urban population is a
th
notable feature of the Dudley’s early 20 century role. Dudley Opera House was built at the
foot of Castle Hill by 1904. A Picture Theatre (Cinema) was built on an adjacent plot by 1919
providing the nucleus for a distinct entertainment district. Within the historic core of the town
centre a The Criterion (now Shipley’s) replaced a music hall in 1913, and was rebuilt as a
purpose built cinema with café over the foyer in 1923. The Regent Cinema (now Venue) was
opened in 1928 opposite St Thomas’ Church.
4.28 A major phase of redevelopment of Castle Hill in the 1930s transformed this area as a
gateway to the town. This included the development of the zoological gardens within the
castle grounds with buildings by the Tecton Partnership, including the wave-form canopies of
the entrance gates built in 1936-7. The Station Hotel was rebuilt in 1937 and the new Odeon
Cinema in 1939. A fire at the former Opera House in 1936 resulted in its demolition and
rebuilding as the Hippodrome Theatre in 1938, whilst the Plaza Cinema, replaced the earlier
Picture Theatre in 1936.
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Plate 3: view looking west up Castle Hill (1930s)
A centre for shopping
4.29 As part of the national trend of the growth of large multiple retailers new commercial
buildings were also constructed, with a focus on the market Place and High Street. These
included buildings for Marks and Spencers, the Co-operative Stores, Montagu Burtons, British
Home Stores and Woolworths. The large banks also invested in new buildings to advertise
their presence, including Barclays Bank and Westminster Bank (now the NatWest).
A centre for Education
4.30 In 1936 Dudley College was opened as a single-site establishment on The Broadway at
the foot of Castle Hill and adjacent to Priory Park. It is an A.T. & B Butler building.
th

st

Dudley in the later 20 and early 21 century
th

4.31 During the late 20 century there was considerable loss of the town’s historic buildings,
particularly surrounding the market place and High Street and Castle Street for new
commercial developments. Particularly sad losses were the Seven Stars Public House and
the Midlands Bank either side of the Market Place. Increasingly large footprint projects
th
characterise the developments of the later 20 century including the Churchill Centre,
developed through demolition of a large part of Hall Street and Little Hall Street. A glazed
screen portraying Sir Winston Churchill was removed after just four years due to weather
damage and vandalism.
4.32 Investment in civic space included the creation of The Inhedge gardens in 1958, using
the former gardens of Horseley House to create an additional public green space for the
town. Just to the north the Magistrate’s Court opened 1976. The market place also received
investment with new market shelters and a paving scheme in 1994. In 1999 it was chosen as
the location for the statue of Dudley footballer Duncan Edwards who was born in the Priory
Estate and played for Manchester United and England until his untimely death in the Munich
air disaster.
th

4.33 In the last decades of the 20 century the town centre was the focus of office
development, both for the Council and private uses, as office work replaced the factories that
had developed on the land surrounding the town centre following earlier housing clearances.
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During the early 21 century the growth of further education as a means to develop the new
skills required for a modern economy has lead to investment in buildings for Dudley College,
which have made a positive addition to the streetscene of the town centre. New development
for housing uses, such as the land at Priory Chambers and the conversion of the former
telephone exchange building at Parsons Street have resulted in positive developments that
have helped to increase the residential population of the town centre again. Other areas of
the local economy, however, have been in decline, with many of the town’s commercial and
office buildings suffering from lack of use.
Archaeological Potential
4.34 The existing Conservation Area Appraisal and the Dudley Urban Historic Landscape
Characterization (UHLC) has identified an area of high archaeological potential which covers
a large part of the Conservation Area (Figure 9). This is in recognition of the documented
survival of remains relating to the medieval town, the early development of industrial activities
th
th
th
and the evidence of development within the town during the 17 , 18 and 19 centuries. The
area has been defined to include the known extent of the medieval town bounded by the
castle and St Edmund’s Church in the east, the back lane of King Street to the south, the
evidence of medieval Dudley seen at in Upper High Street (where Asda Supermarket now
stands) and the back lanes of Greystone Street, Inhedge, Priory Street and Tower Street, with
an extension to the south east following the historic line of Hall Street and including the site of
the Phoenix Glassworks. For further detail please refer to the Dudley ULHC.
4.35 Previous excavations within this area of the town centre have revealed evidence of
th
survival of remains relating to the earliest development of the medieval town in the 12 and
th
th
13 centuries, as well as evidence of abandonment and contraction of the town in the 14
century. They have also demonstrated the potential for survival of remains relating to the
development of industrial activity, mainly metal-working, as well as substantial sub-surface
th
remains of mining in the 16 century – notably in Upper High Street (now occupied by Asda
Supermarket) on the western edge of the town. Given the significance of Dudley to the early
industrial revolution, the remains of such activity, where they are well preserved and
extensive, could be regarded as of national importance. The survival of evidence of the
th
impact of the Civil Wars of the mid 16 century is also notable and would be regarded as of,
at least, regional importance where they are shown to be well preserved.
4.36 Dudley’s archaeology is of acknowledged national significance, being formally
recognised as long ago as 1972 in The Erosion of History: Archaeology and Planning in
Towns (Heighway 1972) where it highlighted the most important medieval towns, including
Dudley. A further national publication The Landscape of Towns (Aston and Bond, 1976)
compared Dudley with Dunster in Somerset, the latter being a ‘chocolate box’ tourist
destination considered by academics to be the archetype of a medieval town. It was pointed
out that the two towns in fact share exactly the same historic elements, making them equally
significant and worthy of study, although one developed into an industrial town whilst the
other did not.
4.37 Archaeological remains represent a fragile and finite resource and therefore sensitive
management through the planning system is required. Furthermore, conservation and
imaginative display of such evidence could contribute to the development of Dudley as a
cultural and tourism hub for the district, as well as helping to reveal the town’s significance as
an important centre for the origins of the industrial revolution and the important influence that
its geological heritage has had on this.
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Figure 9 – Archaeological Priority Areas
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5. The Urban Fabric Today - Spatial Analysis
5.1 The preceding section charts the historic evolution of the town centre and how this has
influenced the physical form of today’s town and illustrates how the town centre is a unique
product of hundreds of years of change and adaptation. In addition to this the Conservation
Area Appraisal has assessed the whole townscape and its constituent parts. This includes
consideration of the layout and relationship of streets and open spaces, key views, historic
and landmark buildings and the mix of uses and functions hosted by the area and the various
atmospheres these can create.
5.2 Significance
Key
character
feature

Contribution to significance

An historic
street plan

The streets make up the principal spaces of the conservation area with the
long medieval main street contributing the central spine around which the
town has developed and the focus of its commercial activity.
Narrow side streets and former back lanes of the medieval town plan,
preserve evidence of the former limits of the medieval town and different use
of space within it. They continue to provide distinctive areas of secondary
frontages, with a quieter atmosphere and a greater mixture of commercial,
residential and servicing uses.
The narrow routes of Hall Street and Wolverhampton Street, in particular,
illustrate the tight enclosure of the medieval and later town.
Further additions to the street plan in the industrial period reflect the
developing co-operation between the town’s corporation and the Earls of
Dudley as the major landowners, with formally planned, straight and broad
roads being created to expand the town through release of land in the Priory
Estate. These now form attractive green areas where buildings are generally
set back from the road.

Focus around
the market
place

The market place appears to have formed the focus of the town centre’s
th
functions since its development in the 12 century, making an important
contribution to the sense of history and identity of Dudley as an historic
market town.
The long market place has an important relationship with the castle set at its
eastern end that helps to illustrate the controlling influence of the medieval
Barons of Dudley on the development of the town.

Open spaces

The churchyards at either end of the central route of the High Street –
Castle Street provide historic open spaces that have acted as the focus for
commemoration of the town’s people. They now form the settings of two of
the town’s most important historic buildings and provide green spaces,
including larger trees at either end of the town centre.
Stone Street Square illustrates the involvement of the borough council in the
th
late 19 century in improving a formerly industrial area of the town and now
provides a large multi-purpose open space with attractive frontages on three
side.
The Coronation Gardens and Inhedge Gardens illustrate the survival of
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th

larger green spaces on the northern edge of the town centre into the 20
century, which were used by the borough Council to provide green parkland
to contribute to the amenity of the town centre.
th

th

Trees and
Greenery

Trees are concentrated in the formally planned areas of 19 and early 20
century development on the northern edge of the town and illustrate the
concern to create an attractive environment within this extension of the town
centre.

Outer and
inner
gateways

The approaches to the town centre provide a series of gateways where
buildings and spaces announce an arrival in the town centre. These
illustrate the extent of the town’s medieval core (the inner gateways) as well
th
th
as the areas of the town centre that developed on its edges in the 18 , 19
th
and 20 centuries.
Outer gateways are generally formed by tree planting and monumental
buildings, with long view lines along broad streets, whilst the inner gateways
reflect the tighter development of the medieval core of the town centre with
views channelled by strong building lines of townhouses and commercial
buildings.

Views along
High Street
and the
market place

These provide a shared experience of the core area of the town centre that
has been appreciated for several centuries. Illustrative views of Dudley have
included the view down the market place from the corner of Stone Street
th
th
th
produced in the 18 , 19 and 20 centuries. This includes the main focal
space of the town, in which some of its key historic buildings form important
landmarks.

Views of the
castle

The views to the castle are some of the most reproduced images off Dudley
illustrating the influence of the Barons of Dudley in the over the town
throughout the middle ages, but also representing a feature of pride that the
town’s authorities have sought to preserve in its streetscape.

Views over
the roofscape
including Top
Church and
Bottom
Church

The rooftop views contribute to the character of the town centre as well as
benefiting from the historic and architectural interest of the mixture of a
traditional roofscape and the historic high buildings of the town to create an
attractive vista.

Views out
from the town
centre

Panoramic views to Staffordshire, Worcestershire and Shropshire. These
views help to illustrate the historic position of Dudley at the centre of an
extensive estate, including Pensnett Chase and Netherton and lying at the
head of route that run up from the borders of Wales to the ridge of hills that
form a barrier to the midlands plateau to the west. The expansive panorama
is also a very attractive feature

Key landmark buildings, including St Thomas’ Church spire and St
Edmund’s church tower, rise above the wider roofscape in many views of
the town provide key historic landmarks.

Views to the greenery of Castle Hill. These views help to illustrate the green
surroundings that have surrounded the castle, historically forming the
Barons’ hunting preserve and later an important industrial landscape that
th
th
contributed to the 18 and 19 century development of Dudley as an
industrial powerhouse.
Views to the Midlands plateau from Castle Hill the views to the midlands
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plateau help to illustrate Dudley’s historic role as a gateway from the Severn
valley to this important industrial landscape, as well as its position on the
trade routes that have been important since, at least, the Middle Ages.

Street plan
5.3 The layout of Dudley as a planned medieval town can still be recognised in its street
pattern which provides long lasting links with the town’s formation and heritage (Figure 10).
Dudley Town Centre provides an example of the classic pattern of a medieval market town.
with a long main street running into a market place formed of a wider section of street lined
with burgage plots that run back to service lanes. Narrow passages or ‘entries’ run from the
main street to the back lanes. The market place, although now curtailed, ran up to the gates
of the Castle that formed the administrative heart of the medieval barony, to which the town
would provide an economic centre. The choice of alignment also highlights the importance of
the route up and over the ridge of hills as the principal historical axis of the town. Back lanes
would have been narrow reflecting their low status and limited traffic. Priory Street, Tower
Street, and a small part of Birmingham Street maintain this character. King Street and
th
th
Inhedge were straightened and widened in the 19 and 20 centuries.
5.4 High Street and Market Place provide the major throughfare for the town. This is a wide
path which is shared by vehicular and pedestrian users as far as Stone Street and New Street
availing the Market Place for pedestrian use for shopping and as a public open space. The
High Street is at its widest as the Market Place. It retains a strong sense of enclosure due to
the built edge of three and four storey development which act as a focal channel as views
open up to the landmark of St Thomas’s (Top) Church towards the rest over a rising gradient
or as views open through a falling gradient east of the Market Place through Castle Street to
the dominant feature of Dudley Castle.
5.5 Radial streets, relating to historic ridgeway routes that connect Dudley to other local
centres, run off the central spine of High Street with examples including Wolverhampton
Street, Stafford Street and Hall Street. Wolverhampton Street retains the narrowness
expected of a street within the medieval town centre, creating one of the most atmospheric
spaces in the conservation area. Stafford Street and Hall Street also retain narrow entrances,
reflecting the tight pattern of historical development.
5.6 The medieval street plan can be further appreciated through its surviving lanes (Figure
11) which cross the development blocks and link the back lanes with the main high street.
The Fountain Arcade, Rutland Passage (Plate 20). Green Man Entry and Long Entry are the
best surviving examples (Plate 7).
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Figure 10 – Key Historic Street Plan
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Figure 11 – Pedestrian Movement
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Plate 4: Wolverhampton Street retains the narrowness of a medieval street
5.7 Public open spaces help to create high quality functions of routes to the north of High
Street including Inhedge Gardens, the small Square at Wolverhampton Street, Stone Street
Square and Coronation Gardens. These provide intermittent relief from the narrower spaces
of the street plan, allowing views to the historic buildings surrounding them or out to the
features in the conservation area’s setting – notably the castle. However, each of these
spaces has a strongly contrasting character providing variety. Identifying these nodes through
discreet signage that includes signage to surrounding destinations and streets could help
them to function better. Building plots in the town centre vary in size although as a general
rule they still retain their burgage plot characteristics,
5.8 Existing routes that appear to have been enhanced during the industrial period include
Castle Hill, which was redirected through St Edmund’s churchyard in the 1830s from the older
course to the north (still preserved within the zoological gardens) and both Queen’s Cross
and King Street, which all appear to have been broadened and straightened, possibly as part
of the enclosure of the surrounding open fields. The long route of Castle Hill is particularly
distinctive and was historically the route used by trams to and from the railway station at the
foot of the hill to the market place at its top. These broad routes help to form long gateways
into the town, with an outer entrance at the start of these spaces and inner gateways at the
narrower entrances to the historic core of the town representing its earlier medieval extent.
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Plate 5: Castle Hill, looking towards Castle Street
th

th

th

5.9 Further side streets were added to the street plan in the 18 , 19 or 20 centuries,
including New Street – Priory Road, and Union Street and Vicar Street. Of which New Street
– Priory Road appears to be associated with the improvement of roads through creation of
turnpikes (Figure 10). These were broad streets, formally with straight routes that opened up
new areas for development both within and outside the historic core of the town centre. Their
straight courses and strong building lines create strong view lines and form an important
addition to the commercial frontages of the town centre as well as linking it to the new areas
that developed in its surroundings.
5.10 On the northern edges of the town centre, residential streets, including St James Road
th
and Ednam Road, were added in the late 19 century. These were broad residential roads
with a width that contributed to a sense of tranquillity in comparison to the busier, narrow
streets of the town centre, a with a building line set back from the road frontage providing
green surroundings and privacy for the building occupants. The front boundaries were defined
by low brick walls that match the materials of the buildings and would originally have been
topped with cast iron railings. Whilst street trees provided shade and greenery, but would also
have helped to reduce dust blowing up from the unpaved road surface.
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Plate 6: Mature street trees in St. James’s Road
th

5.11 New Street was widened in the early 20 century as part of its comprehensive
redevelopment. The long, gently curving street running down the hill passes from heavily
commercial area with a tight sense of enclosure near the market place,
becoming less intensive from Tower Street as Priory Road northward. The
large open space at Coronation Gardens provides an attractive setting for
the Council House, but is also an escape from the business of the
surrounding streets.
th

5.12 The early 20 century addition of the Broadway is well integrated with
the landscape of the Priory Estate to the north, and the landscaping of
Coronation Gardens with street trees providing a green edge to the
conservation area.
5.13 Street furniture contributes considerable to the urban landscape of the
Conservation Area. Surviving in Dudley is a number of decorative cast iron
and enamel steet names. On 31 Priory Street is a small cast iron street sign
for ‘Court Passage). On 272 Castle Street there is an enamel street sign for
Castle Street. At 18 High Street on the corner of Hall Street is an eneamel
street name for ‘Hall Street’ now the main entrance to Churchill Precinct.
5.14 Scattered throughout the Conservation Area there is a visual reminder
of former transport systems such as the trolleybus service from
Wolverhampton, in the form of overhead rosettes, redundant for over 45
years but still in-situ.

Plate 7: Long
Entry is a
narrow
passageway
that links the
High Street
to King
Street

5.15 With regards to historical paving, small areas survive in the form of
Rowley Ray or granite cobbles and kerb stones located in some of the towns
small passageways such as Green Man Entry, Rutland Passage, Court
Passage, the area in-front of 23-24 Wolverhampton Street, the small
passage located to the rear of the former Post Office (in Wolverhampton
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Street) and to the side of No.1 Priory Street. Surviving in larger quantity around the
Conservation Area are large red grantite kerb stones, particularly in Stone Street Square and
St James’s Road.
Gateways
5.16 As a large town centre, Dudley has many entrances reflecting both its original medieval
street patterns and the further evolution in townscape that has occurred to the present day.
The entrances/gateways result in a variety of different experiences depending on the direction
of entrance chosen. Most entrances are shared pedestrian/vehicular paths although some of
the medieval lanes remain to give access into the core of the town from King Street and
Tower Street.
5.17 All of the entrances/gateways identified by the Character Appraisal assist in providing a
‘sense of entrance’ informing people that they are within or are entering into a readily
recognisable and coherent space that can be defined as ‘special’. This helps to provide a
clear sense of definition to the boundary of townscape identified as being the Dudley Town
Centre Conservation Area.
5.18 At least six major gateways/entrances can be identified in the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Area (Figure 12).
•

Castle Hill Gateways

There are gateway areas at the top and bottom of this route. At the bottom of the hill is the
Station Hotel/Trindle Road/Former Dudley Odeon Gateway which announces the major northeastern entrance into the Dudley Town centre Conservation Area. Views have been collected
of Dudley Castle which rises above the eastern end of the town during the eastern approach
along the A461 Birmingham Road. The rising approach of Castle Hill offers a sense of
anticipation and postponement with the town centre out of view until the Castle
Street/Broadway areas is reached. The former Odeon cinema, former Hippodrome theatre,
the Dudley zoological gardens’ entrance and the Station Hotel all contribute to the strong
1930s architectural character of large buildings. The gateway is also formed by the bridge
over the former railway line, although more could be made of this feature and the views down
into the green railway cutting. However the busy traffic and highways landscaping dominate
the views up the hill whilst the sparsely planted street trees fail to provide a strong enough
effect to suggest a green avenue leading the eye up to the town centre above.
•

The Gateway to High Street from Queen’s Cross

This gateway forms the major south-western gateway into the Dudley Town Centre
Conservation Areas. Buildings on the south side of the road herald the approach to the town
th
centre and provide a strong early 19 century character, although currently in a poor
condition with a high level of vacancy. The north side of the road, however, lacks definition
due to the open frontage of the Asda Supermarket and its car park. Historic photos of ‘Highside’ suggest how a strong building line and raised walkway on this side formerly provided a
better defined entrance to the town centre. St Thomas’s Church provides a key visual marker
for views into the Conservation Area.
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Figure 12 – Gateways and Sense of Entrance
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Plate 8: Upper High Street; looking towards the town centre core
•

The Gateway to Wolverhampton Street

This forms one of the western gateways into the Conservation Area and the ‘sense of
entrance’ is marked by the change in size, purpose and prestige of the buildings. This wellth
th
defined gateway benefits from the large late 18 and 19 century houses, banks and former
Chief post office that line the entrance to the town centre. These suggest this was one of the
most prestigious areas of the town centre in the past, whilst the buildings continue to provide
an environment of outstanding architectural interest. The corner turret and spire of the
recently refurbished Crown Public House Crown Public House provides a dramatic gateway
feature as Wolverhampton Street narrows suggesting an earlier extent of the street prior to
th
18 century expansion of the town along the road.

Plate 9: Wolverhampton Street and the view of the spire of The Crown Inn
•

Priory Road/Dudley Baptist Church Gateway, Trinity Road/St James’s Road Gateway
and the Broadway/Ednam Road Gateway
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These are the 3 north-west approaches into the Conservation Area, they have a distinctively
different atmosphere to the other approaches/gateways in that the journey is taken though
leafy avenues of predominately inter-war residential dwellings and adjacent parkland open
space an all lead directly into the administrative heart of the Borough.
•

The Hall Street Gateway

This marks the south-eastern entrance into the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area
•

Other entrances occur at Steppingstone Street, Vicar Street, Union Street and
pedestrian lanes at Long Entry and Rutland Passage.

All of these gateways could benefit from better signage that welcomes visitors to the town
centre.
Open Spaces
5.19 One of the most important public open spaces in Dudley is the open air market place
whose wide medieval form is fundamental to the character of this part of the Conservation
Area, The market place is the hub of the town centre. It has the bustle and pace of activity,
noises and smells traditionally associated with such use and provides a particularly distinctive
character to the town. It is both a circulation and meeting place in addition to its market role
and it is enclosed on both sides by three storey frontage development. Furthermore it has an
intrinsic historical relationship with the castle starting at the gates of the castle at Castle
Street and extending westwards to where the street narrows at the junction with Stone Street.
5.20 Today, the area of
market
activity
is
restricted to the west of
the New Street junction,
however, making Castle
Street a quieter area. The
long, gently curved space
creates a series of views,
rather than a single vista
but the view up to the
castle
and
to
St
Edmund’s Church Tower
is a special feature that is
a
unique
Dudley
experience.
Routes
leading off the market
place provide points of
th
Plate 10: Dudley Marketplace c. early 20 Century
interest
with
corner
buildings making an important contribution to the character of each street. The area is very
busy during the day with lots of pedestrians surrounding the market stalls, providing a
continuity of activity that has changed little in eight centuries. Seating is focused at the
western end creates a focal area where people meet and stop to socialise.
5.21 The two churchyards provide bookends to the main High street and market place area.
These add to the greenery of this central route with important groups of trees that help to
soften an otherwise hard urban environment (Figure 13). They provide settings for two of the
town’s most important historic buildings, as well as containing numerous Lots historic
monuments to the town’s people. However, neither space is particularly usable at present,
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with some access limitations and set off through routes that might provide a flow of
pedestrians and activity.
5.22 Coronation Gardens, is an attractive formal green space with geometrically laid out of
th
paths, lawns and carpet beds and which help to retain its early 20 century civic character
(Figure 13). The paths furnish good desire lines. The gardens also provide a setting for the
town war memorial on its northern edge, as
well as the listed Council House building to
the west. The statue of Apollo forms a
centrepiece and lies at the focal point of the
paths. The gardens were created as part of
the 1930s enhancements of New Street and
laying out of The Broadway. The views
across the gardens are of particularly high
aesthetic value combining the green
landscape, statue centrepiece and castle
keep on the hill top as a focal feature.
5.23 Stone Street Square was created
through
the
clearance
and
formal
redevelopment of the former site of the
Dudley Flint Glassworks as a small market
square, including a weights and measures
office and with numerous public buildings
either standing around it or added soon after
it was created in the 1880s. The former
industrial use is now represented in public
art as part of the paving of the square.
Buildings to the north and east provide
overlooking and activity but are divided from
the main space by the road.

Plate 11: The Statue of Apollo in
Coronation Gardens is emphasised by the
lines of trees

5.24 The Inhedge Gardens were created
by the borough council in the 1950s from the gardens of Horseley House, which, in turn
appear to have been formed by amalgamating the gardens of several large houses on
Wolverhampton Street and High Street. The landscaping includes several notable trees
dotted amongst green lawns on the steeply sloping hillside, whilst the open space and slope
provides one of the best roofscape views of Dudley. However, the layout of the space does
not hold any particular significance, i.e. it displays no evidence of a formal plan or design and
does not preserve the layout of the historical gardens. Enhancement, both in the 1950s and
recently has provided attractive entrances to the High Street and Wolverhampton Street,
although paving at the Wolverhampton Street entrance is now in need of repair and
upgrading to ensure it serves users with a wider range of mobility. Similarly the paths,
benches and bins within the gardens are in need of enhancement, potentially including
realignment of paths to better serve desire lines. The service lanes running around the
space, lack of overlooking and unattractive rear elevations of modern commercial buildings all
negatively affect this public green space, providing a range of opportunities for enhancement.
The green space could also be improved to provide a better relationship with the green space
around the Magistrates Court.
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5.25 The open spaces of Prospect Hill
include the bus station, car parks and
highways. Originally the bus station space
was open to Bird Cage Walk where the
cages held exotic birds that were part of
the zoological garden collections as a
taster of the zoo for visitors arriving by
bus. This is now a difficult space for
pedestrians to negotiate with a confusing
network of highways and bus lanes and
generally provides a poor experience for
visitors arriving whilst it can be difficult to
identify the routes to the Market Place
Area or find the entrance of the Churchill
Centre. Positive features include a small
number of trees, whilst, looking beyond
the bus bays and shelter the area provide
an attractive view of Dudley Castle and St
Edmund’s Church tower – giving rise to
its naming as ‘Prospect Hill’. The
southern edge of this open space covers
the former site of the Phoenix Glassworks
glass cone.

Plate 12: St. Thomas’s Church from Inhedge
Gardens
Greenery
The green spaces
5.26 Although not actually within the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area the most
significant green open space is the site of the Castle and its hillside. Castle Hill clearly makes
a definite and positive contribution to the character of the town centre whilst being physically
separate from it (Figure 13).
5.27 Within the core areas of the town centre Conservation Area there are four acknowledged
public ‘Green’ spaces; Coronation Gardens (located in-front of the Council House in Priory
Road and Ednam Road), Horsley Gardens (in the Inhedge) and the grave yards to St
Thomas’s Church and St Edmunds Church.
5.28 Three of these green spaces are located very close to areas acknowledged as having a
‘sense of entrance’. Thus they are an enhancing element that contributes greatly to people’s
first impressions of Dudley as well as a positive asset generally in relation to the perceived
character and quality of the town centre conservation area.
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Figure 13 – Green Open Spaces and Trees
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5.29 The tree planting at Coronation Gardens forms part of the designed aesthetic of the
landscape, whilst the green space of lawns and flowerbeds is embraced by surrounding
th
streets and is part of the formally planned early 20 century redevelopment of New Street.
Areas of greenery surrounding the Council House should be regarded as part of this same
space and managed to complement it.
5.30 Inhedge Gardens were less formally planned and lack a sense of place with the grassed
areas shut off from the main streets. The trees have been noted above as attractive
specimens and provide shade to seating areas, as well as vertical interest and help to soften
the unattractive outlines of buildings like the Trident Centre.
5.31 The green space surrounding the Magistrate’s court provides an attractive roadside
environment and is complementary to the modernist design of the building.
Street trees
5.32 Trees in the Market Place and
th
Castle Street form late 20 century
enhancements and add a subtle
level of greenery as well as
providing shade to the seating area
at the west end of the market
place, whilst helping to emphasise
the line of the street at the east.
5.33 Trees at Stone Street Square,
Parsons Street, New Street,
Ednam Road and St James’ Road
are part of the late Victorian and
Edwardian enhancement of this
area as the civic quarter of the
town and a desirable residential
area. These also shade the road,
adding to the sense of enclosure
and reducing noise. They add
attractive greenery and statuesque
vertical forms during the winter
months.

Plate 13: Cherry trees in spring bloom in Gervase
Drive, near Priory Park

5.34 Trees at the Broadway
represent further planting as part of the creation of a desirable residential area. In views
across the Gardens they are seen against the greenery of the hillside to the east, creating an
impression of the woodland of Castle Hill breaking up into the urban area.
5.35 Greenery in private gardens is mainly focussed along Ednam Road and St James’ Road
and forms part of the historical residential character of this area even where properties are
now used for offices and professional services. There are many ecological, economic and
social benefits to this green environment including reducing dust and particulates, noise and
rainwater runoff, whilst it also provides wildlife habitat and helps to reduce the heat island
effect.
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Plate 14: After four decades in Council ownership, these large residential buildings in
Ednam Road are being converted back into dwellings
Views
5.36 Several views looking into, through and out from the conservation area stand out as
important and memorable experiences that illustrate elements of its historic and architectural
interest, and form important elements of its character and appearance. This is explored in
further detail in the Urban Design Evidence Base prepared in support of the Dudley AAP
(2015).
5.37 Three of these green spaces are located very close to areas acknowledged as having a
‘sense of entrance’. Thus they are an enhancing element that contributes greatly to people’s
first impressions of Dudley as well as a positive asset generally in relation to the perceived
character and quality of the town centre conservation area (Figure 14).
The views into the town centre from the castle
5.38 These views illustrate the historical association between the town and castle. Part of the
role of the castle was to provide control of the town, requiring both a strong visual presence,
as well as the ability to see what was happening in the town, which is seen in the clear lines
of site from the keep along the market place as well as the historic back lane of Tower Street.
Given the number of visitors to the zoo who experience these views of Dudley this is an
important experience of Dudley that will influence many potential visitors impression of the
town.
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Figure 14 – Some Key Views in the Conservation Area
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Plate 15: view of Dudley Town Centre
from the elevated vantage point of the
Castle Hill

Plate 16: the view towards the town
centre on the approach from Upper High
Street

Views along the main axis of High Street, Market Place and Castle Street
5.39 The High Street provides a series of unfolding views in both directions along the gently
curving lines of the road, which help to showcase several of the town’s most positive
th
buildings. From the top or west end of High Street this includes the frontage of 19 century
buildings on the south side of the road that form the gateway to the town, as well as both the
former Regent Cinema and the former Co-operative stores at the corner of Vicar Street,
th
th
further down the street, looking eastward the frontage of late 19 and early 20 century
buildings on the south side of the street, again make an important contribution to the frontage,
th
whilst the group of early 19 century buildings forming the corner of Wolverhampton Street
and the impressive Barclays Bank building opposite provide a key point within the street
scene. Looking back to the west St Thomas’ Church provides a striking landmark at the crest
of the hill.
5.40 The view down the length
of the market place is one of
the most reproduced images of
Dudley Town Centre which
includes the Victorian fountain
as a centrepiece but from the
th
west also includes 19 century
buildings that include River
th
Island and the early 20
century Fountain Arcade in the
foreground, whilst the former
Hen and Chickens public house
and New Street Chambers
opposite
provide
strong
definition to the corners of New
Street. Looking in the opposite
Plate 17: views around the town centre, clockwise from
direction from the New Street
top left: High Street; Tower Street; roofscape over
corner the former Marks and
Wolverhampton Street from Inhedge Gardens and
Spencer’s building occupies a
Coronation Gardens
prominent position at the
western end of the market place, with a strong Neo-Georgian character, reflecting the
character of the earlier buildings of the market Place, whilst the Victorian building to the
corner of Hall Street is also prominent.
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5.41 Looking down Castle Street the view up to the castle keep, in the green surroundings of
the zoological gardens (which also disguise the presence of the later zoo buildings) provides
a dramatic endstop to the view, although from further down the street St Edmund’s Church
Tower becomes a more significant landmark.
The Tower Street view of the castle
5.42 This is one of the most reproduced images of Dudley seen from the full length of Tower
Street, which channels the view directly to the castle keep. The tightly enclosed line of the
street, with frontages of two to three storeys, focuses the view towards the ruins prominently
located at the end to the street. The keep, again is seen in isolation against the greenery of
Castle Hill. This only breaks down where the loss of the frontages at the eastern end of the
th
street provides less enclosure. The flat fronted character of the Georgian and early 20
century Neo-Georgian buildings on Tower Street also helps to provide a clear view channel to
the castle (Plate 18).
Views across Coronation Gardens
5.43 This is a designed view in which the statue of Apollo provides a centrepiece, with view
lines focused on the statue and castle keep by the lines of tree planting and the greenery of
the lawns, blending with the green of trees on Broadway and Castle Hill beyond (Plate 17).
Views over the Roofscape from Inhedge and Stafford Street
5.44 This view provides one of the best points to appreciate the varied roofscape of historic
buildings, which add to both the attractive features of the view and to its historic character and
interest. The array spires and towers, include the Crown Public House, Told Police Station
Clock Tower, St Edmund’s Church Tower, and the Castle Keep.
Prospect Hill View
5.45 This unusual view over the unspectacular 1980s bus station includes a combination of
the castle, zoological gardens and St Edmund’s Church Tower. This was a designed feature
of the 1950s bus station to showcase attractiveness and heritage of Dudley to visitors, which
has been maintained in the present landscaping. It was also part of the design of the Churchill
Centre and Bird Cage Walk, until the development of the adjacent supermarket building.
More distant views of the town centre
5.46 Features of the town centre are seen in several views from further away, these include
the distant views of St Thomas’ Church spire seen from Netherton Hill and approaches to the
town centre from the south.
5.47 The views south from Hall Street and King Street to the Bean Car Factory and National
Projectile Factory at Dixon’s Green also provide historic interest, illustrating the historic
industrial landscaping that surrounded Dudley.
Historical Views – ‘Seeing the History in the View’
5.48 There are also the historical views of the Town Centre and of Dudley Castle, in particular
the historical topographical views of Dudley and the Castle drawn from a distance. Some of
the key examples are illustrated below and they are to be used in conjunction with the Historic
England Good Practice Advice Note 3: The Setting of Heritage Assets and ‘Seeing History in
the View’ in order that there is a full understanding of the heritage significance within certain
views and accordingly how development proposals may impact upon heritage significance
within views (Figure 21).
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Plate 18: Tower Street in c. 1905 and in 2015

Plate 19: High Street looking towards Top Church c.
th
19 century and in 2015
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6. The buildings of the conservation area (The Special Architectural Interest)
6.1 The long period over which Dudley has developed has resulted in a great diversity of
building styles and scales, all of which contribute to define the ‘special interest’ of the
Conservation Area (Figures 15, 16 and 19).
6.2 Significance
Key character
features

Contribution to significance

Earliest buildings

A small number of buildings survive from before the mid 18 century
illustrating the town’s development from a town of timber buildings to its
present character as mainly comprising brick and, occasionally, stone
buildings.

th

th

Large 18 and
th
early 19 century
houses

These large houses help to illustrate the wealth that was created by the
development of Dudley’s industries. Their positions, generally illustrate
development on the edge of the densely built up town centre.

th

These help to illustrate further the redevelopment of the town in the
th
early 19 century through the wealth developed during the Industrial
Revolution, which was turning Dudley into an important town centre fro
the industrial district. However, these buildings may also preserve
evidence of earlier structures within.

Early 19 century
town houses

th

Inns and early 19
century beer
houses

The town’s large inns illustrate the town centre’s role as a hub for
travellers, but were also important meeting places for the towns’ people
hosting many town functions.
The development of beer houses to replace the infamous ‘gin palaces’
th
of the 18 century was a result of the Duke of Wellington’s beer house
act. These are a familiar feature of historic town centres within
manufacturing districts and were important for public health as well as
leisure. The value of surviving examples in Dudley is higher where they
include the former brewery buildings to the rear.

th

19 century
churches and
public buildings

th

The investment in public buildings in the early and mid 19 century
illustrates the growing prosperity of the town’s institutions (if not the
majority of its populous), as well as a combination of philanthropy and
developing concerns the moral, spiritual and physical health of the
population or even fear of civil unrest and a need to enforce law and
order. Later in the century the concern began to be more focused on
providing for the educational and cultural needs and safety of the
population, possibly reflecting the access of a broader section of the
public to local politics.
The focus of these buildings on the northern edges of the town centre
has created a distinct ‘civic’ quarter of the town centre, with a focus of
buildings of special historic or architectural interest that was added to in
th
the early 20 century.

Later Victorian and
Edwardian Civic
buildings

These buildings reflect the growth of civic pride, as well as the
development of Dudley’s role as the administrative centre for a county
borough during the 1920s and 30s and form part of the improvement of
this section of the town. They are generally of a high architectural
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standard, including use of distinctive architectural styles and contribute
to the focus of buildings of special historic and architectural interest in
the town’s ‘civic quarter’.
Later Victorian and
Edwardian
upmarket housing

Dudley’s status as a manufacturing district was reaching its peak in the
th
late 19 century and as such many of its citizens had amassed
considerable wealth. The development of an area of high quality
housing in the north of the town centre reflects the wealth of the town at
this period as well as contributing an area of high quality architecture to
the town centre.

Flagship public
houses

A small number of these late 19 century public houses were built to
create a high profile for their breweries, be it the small local breweries,
such as the ‘Little Model Brewery’ at Steppingstone Street or the
Mitchel and Butler Brewery’s Crown Public House.

th

Early 20 century
commercial
architecture

th

Larger department stores and national chain store buildings illustrate
Dudley’s position as an important commercial centre for the
surrounding district, as well as the development of these chains, with
their own distinctive architectural styles that add to the diversity and
quality of the town centre’s architecture. These provide interesting
messages about the image each organisation wished to project, such
as the traditionalism and implied quality of the neo-Georgian
architecture of the former Marks and Spencer’s building (now Wilko’s)
or the modernism implicit in the former Co-Operative emporium, No.8081 High Street or the former Woolworths Store, 33-34 High Street.
The development of arcades also introduced a new form of
development making more efficient use of commercial space, replacing
the intense residential use with intense commercial activity, illustrating
the increasing specialisation of the town centre as a predominantly
th
commercial space, which continued into the later 20 century, within
Dudley there is the 1925 Fountain Arcade.

th

Early 20 century
buildings for
entertainment and
Leisure

The ‘reformed’ public houses built during the inter-war period illustrate
the continuing importance of Dudley as a social focus for a large
district, but are also associated with a national trend in changing
attitudes to public houses as social spaces and the response of
breweries to ‘gentrify’ their architecture, making an important addition to
the quality of the architecture of the town centre.
Cinemas and theatres were built to service emerging trends in
entertainment and an important additional role for the town centre as
the urban population became able to access new pastimes

Inter-War civic
buildings

A range of buildings representing different public functions that
supported the role of the town centre as the administrative centre of a
large district with a high quality of design and construction reflecting
growth of local government services and investment in public
institutions, as well as the development of a more closely managed
economy.

Other outstanding
th
20 century
architecture

A small number of high quality, architect designed houses within the
town centre stand out as positive buildings that add to the architectural
interest and quality of the town centre.
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The Magistrate’s Court stands out as a late addition to the group of
important public buildings representing the role of the town centre as
th
the administrative focus of the district, with a high quality later 20
century design that adds to the interest of the town centre.
The Churchill Centre also represents the development of the role of the
town centre as an increasingly specialised commercial centre with a
high quality of architecture, that despite later alterations continues to
form a number positive spaces that preserve elements of the town’s
reflect the historic street pattern.

Figure 15: Example buildings in Dudley Town Centre
conservation area
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th

th

th

Earliest buildings (16 , 17 and early 18 centuries)
6.3 Many survivals of Dudley’s earliest buildings are
th
seen as fragments of 17 century stone buildings
preserved in the side walls of building that were either
th
th
rebuilt or refronted later in the 18 19 centuries (Figure
17). Good examples are seen at Green Man Entry and
Rutland Passage. The remains of timber-framed
buildings have also been recorded within the town
centre often only being recognised during the process of
demolition of buildings of later appearance. These
buildings provide evidence of the longevity of the town
centre’s historic spaces and a connection with the town
before its transformation by the industrial revolution.

Plate 20:
Rutland
Passage
th
17 century
stone side
wall

th

6.4 The 17 century building at No. 83 High Street stands out as the best preserved of these
early buildings, although its exterior was
remodelled in an attempt to keep up with
th
fashion in the early 19 century, its squat
scale, broad window openings and three
window frontage with end chimney stacks
makes it a good example of the small
th
number of 17 century buildings found
within the borough.
6.5 Distinctive features of the buildings of
Dudley surviving from the Early Modern
period include sandstone construction,
parapet gables, and chamfered mullioned
windows. It is even possible that some of
these were built reusing stone from the
castle or priory buildings.
6.6 The Unitarian chapel or meeting house,
formerly referred to as the Presbyterian
Chapel, was built to serve the dissenting
protestant
community
who
followed
ministers ejected from the Church of
th
England in the early 17 century. The first
meeting house was built in 1702 but was
burnt down by rioters in 1715, with the
present building dating from 1717 (and
therefore older than both St Edmund’s and
St Thomas’ Churches and representing the
th
only pre-20
century chapel of the
dissenting churches within the town centre
(the Quaker meeting house on High Street,
Congregationalist and Methodist chapels
south of King Street have all been
demolished whilst the Methodist Chapel on
th
Wolverhampton Street is a 20 century
replacement of the earlier building). Its
position, hidden behind the main street
frontage, is likely to have been defensive to
Figure 16: Buildings within the Conservation Area

Figure 16: Buildings within the
conservation area
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prevent further loss through acts of violence. The survival of iron-framed windows provides a
slightly industrial aesthetic that is an important element of the building’s character, providing a
strong contrast with the gothic ‘steeple houses’ of the established church. The later Sunday
school building to the front in red brick illustrates the role of dissenting churches in providing
th
public education in the early 19 century.
6.7 St Edmund’s church stands out as another ‘early’ building of Dudley, completed in 1724 to
replace the church that was demolished by the Cavalier soldiers during the Civil War. The
th
building shows strong baroque influences, harking back to the tastes of the 19 century. It is
however a red brick building contributing to the new technology that was changing the face of
Dudley, as a redbrick town. The early expansion of Dudley beyond its medieval limits may
also be seen in the large redbrick mansions built for wealthy residents. Surviving examples
include Nos. 29-30 Wolverhampton Street (dated 1707) and ‘Dixon’s Mansion’ at No. 7 Priory
Street (dated 1703). These buildings are broad fronted (five windows wide or more, with quite
heavy detailing including) including rusticated quoins, large pediments and moulded window
surrounds or block keystones.
The buildings of Dudley’s industrial heyday c. 1750 – 1870
The Homes of Georgian and Early Victorian Industrialists
6.8 Wolverhampton Street, Priory Street and Stone Street provide the modern focus of the
th
th
late 18 and early 19 century houses built for the town’s wealthy, although these would have
continued up High Street and around the Market Place. Other small clusters of buildings of
this date are found at the east end of Castle Street (including King Charles House) and on
New Street, where they possibly represent the first phase of development of the street
th
following its creation in the mid 18 century (Figure 17).
6.9 Wolverhampton Street, however provides a fantastic collection of buildings that illustrate
th
the development of the style of larger houses from the heavy detailing of the 18 century
Georgian style (see Nos. 29 and 30 described above), to more finely detailed stone Neoth
Classical detailing in the late 18 century, including use of the triple keystone to window
th
heads and parapet eaves (see Chaddesley House). The early 19 century is represented by
stucco-fronted buildings with giant order pilasters of the Regency style seen along Stone
Street and the southern section of Wolverhampton Street, such as the recently restored Nos.
207-209 Wolverhampton Street. Early Victorian large houses are defined by strongly defined
ground floors with rusticated door and window surrounds, but with more delicate dressings
above. Sometimes this division helps to separate a commercial ground floor (such as a
banking hall or solicitor’s office) from family accommodation above. They also make use of
semi-circular arched heads to windows and doors representing Italianate arcading.
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Figure 17 – Early (up to c.1919) Buildings
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Plate 21: Former dwellings now predominantly in office use in
Wolverhampton Street
th

th

6.10Throughout the 18 and early 19 centuries these prestigious houses were built with
large, vertically sliding sash windows with eight-over-eight, or six-over-six panes of glass and
without horns to the runners. Fielded panel doors would have predominated. Some of these
buildings have later shopfronts (a few late Victorian) inserted at ground floor level (particularly
on the southern part of Wolverhampton Street, reflecting the growing intensity of use in the
town centre and perhaps some fall in desirability of these areas for prestigious dwellings.
th

th

Other 18 and early 19 century buildings:
6.11 In addition to the houses of the wealthy, the larger buildings constructed in the town
centre during this period include Inns. The first edition Ordnance Survey map records inns
and hotels spread along the market place and High Street, with a cluster in Castle Street,
reflecting the town centre’s role as a hub on regional transport routes and as an important
market centre (Figure 8). These would also have been meeting places, providing venues for
the social functions and business meetings of the town. Two examples survive. The
th
Saracen’s Head is well preserved as a late 18 century building in Neo-Classical style, but
th
with some additions in the early 19 century including giant order pilasters and a pediment, to
give it a more imposing Regency appearance. The former Albion Inn, also on Stone Street, is
th
more probably an early or mid 19 century building, originally brick fronted, now has a lime
render finish with ornate brick arches over the upper floor windows.
th

6.12 Smaller public houses or taverns built in the early 19 century were once numerous and
formed an important element of the character of the market town centre. Good surviving
th
examples of the town’s public houses built before the mid 19 century include the Malt Shovel
on Tower Street and the Shrewsbury Arms (formerly The Talbot) on Wolverhampton Street.
The latter was built in the early 19th century and also uses the stuccoed frontage rising to a
parapet to provide what would have been a fashionable frontage for a modest building. No.
th
270 Castle Street was also a public house in the late 19 century, which appears to have
been converted from an earlier townhouse. The Little Barrel public house stands out as an
th
th
early 19 century building on Upper High Street retaining an early 19 century fluted keystone
th
to the upper floor windows, despite a poor quality later 20 century shopfront having been
added to the ground floor.
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th

6.13 The uses of fluted keystones helps to identify other early 19 century buildings along
High Street including the row of Nos. 70 to 74, which include use of stucco incised to create
the impression of ashlar masonry and the group of building’s at Nos. 92 to 94 and 97a High
Street, which contribute to the historic character of the conservation area’s western gateway.
The corners of Wolverhampton Street, High Street and Stone Street also provide a cluster of
th
th
late 18 and early 19 century townhouses, mainly with later ground floor shops but retaining
their character above and making a strong contribution to the historic character of each of
these streets.
th

6.14 A small group of 18 century town houses also provides a strong character to the
eastern end of Castle Street, helping to form the inner gateway of the historic core and using
light Neo-classical detailing and tall narrow frontages that should establish a positive
character to this lower end of the historic core.
Similar town houses distinguish the western end of
Tower Street and part of Stone Street and Priory
Street, contributing to the enclosure and
architectural interest of these ‘back street’ areas
that have retained Georgian architecture perhaps
partly because they are less attractive for the
larger retailers who targeted the High Street.
6.15 Within the Market Place, River Island (Nos.
222a and 223 High Street) stands out as a wellpreserved building in the Market Place that
illustrates how much of this area was developed.
th
The early 19 century architecture displays the
high level of ornament that typified this frontage,
with moulded stone architraves and arched
Plate 22: Upper floors of 222a – 223
pediments to windows, a balustrade parapet to the
High Street
eaves and string course, preserves width of
medieval tenement. The adjacent Nos. 219 and 220 are of a similar date but are less well
reserved (presenting an opportunity for reinstatement of lost historic detail. Parapet rooflines
contribute to the sense of the building as part of an informal terrace.
6.16 Specialist buildings representing the role of the conservation area as the hub of the Earl
th
th
of Dudley’s rapidly expanding industrial empire in the late 18 and early 19 century, include
the former estate offices at Nos. 81 and
82 High Street (next to St Thomas’
Church) which were replaced by the
officer at Castle Street, which are now the
Fellows Restaurant. The earlier offices at
High Street have raised keystones and
aprons to windows with a parapet to the
eaves supported on a dentilled cornice.
The later buildings are located in the
adjacent Castle Hill Conservation Area,
but contrast strongly in style with a heavy
Jacobean Revival style, that has some
group value with Priory Hall and the
former St Edmund’s School (Dudley
Mosque) as a group of buildings
Plate 23: The Fellows Restaurant at The
commissioned by the Earl in the 1830s
Broadway
and 40s.
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6.17 Among the group of early civic buildings the Old Police Station and the County Court on
Priory Street stand out for their focus on imposing law and order on the populace. The Police
th
Station was the first of the civic buildings constructed fro the town in the 19 century,
representing the development of more professional local governance (replacing the voluntary
militia and part time sworn in parish constables. The building resembles a small castle and
uses redbrick in a Tudor Gothic style that would later be adopted for other civic buildings in
this block. The County Court added in 1858 was faced in stone in the heavily detailed early
Victorian style classical. The style of both buildings seeks to give these buildings a sense of
history and permanence, the police building within the feudal tradition of authority and control,
the court in a more classical tradition of reason. The style of the police building may also
reflect the concern about civil unrest at the time, including movements such as Chartism that
were strongly supported in the Black Country in the 1830s and 40s. The building’s false
machicolations, portcullis channels and arrow loops may only have been for decorative but
they still provided a strong message.
6.18 The Surgeon’s House (Kudos House) on Priory Road was formerly associated with the
Dispensary that stood a little further to the south, as well as with the Guest Hospital and is a
very rare building type preserving its internal configuration that included consulting rooms in
addition to the doctor and family’s accommodation. Built circa 1864 it now provides a strong
corner building crowned by a roof lantern. It is of red brick with a somewhat Italianate style
that contrasts with the later Queen Anne Revival style buildings found on Ednam Road and St
James Road just to the west, helping to highlight its earlier origin.
6.19 The growth of Dudley as a centre of population required (or helped to pay for) the
improvement of its religious building, as well as the building of new ones to serve new
communities. St Thomas’ Church was rebuilt in 1815-18 with a design that preserved a
traditional gothic character strongly contrasting with the baroque St Edmund’s. However
traditional its appearance, its construction used innovative of cast iron technology for the roof
trusses and pillars (cast at the Buffery Foundry), providing evidence of the development of the
iron working technology in the district. The use of stone sets it apart from other buildings at
the top of High Street. The spire is an important historic landmark, advertising the position of
the town over a wide area and forms a bookend that divides the upper and lower parts of
High Street. The Roman Catholic church by A.W.N. Pugin at Trindle Road, similarly sets out
to recreate a traditional parish church, but in this instance as a new foundation, providing a
focus and sense of establishment for a religious community that is likely to have been swollen
th
by incomers drawn to the industrial district in the mid 19 century. The building provides an
example of the work of a nationally notable architect within the town centre, making an
important contribution to the character of Trindle Road.
6.20 A third strand of caring for the population’s moral and
spiritual welfare was through the provision of education. During
th
the 18 century Bailies School was founded as a charity by the
townspeople on a site on Pease Lane (now Tower Street) as a
boy’s school. The building was rebuilt in 1823/4 with a
symmetrical frontage of five bays with the central and two end
bays emphasised by engaged pilasters and a frieze. The two end
bays contain niches above the doorways housing statues of boys
in the school’s traditional ‘blue coats’. The building is now an
auction house but has recently been renovated through the
Dudley Townscape Heritage Initiative.
6.21 The ‘National School’ (supported by National Society for
Promoting Religious Education) associated with St Edmund’s
Church was established at the top of Castle Hill in 1848 on land
Plate 24: Statue on
facade of former
Baylies’s Boys School64

given by the Earl of Dudley, presumably as part of the reorganisation of the route of Castle
Hill Road through Porter’s Field and the Churchyard. It was faced in stone with a parapet roof
and s appearance conforms to the Neo-Jacobean style of the Fellows public house (see
above) and is sympathetic to Priory Hall, forming a group with the other buildings of the Earl’s
estate. A National School associated with St Thomas’ Church, at King Street was built a year
earlier and is very different. Originally of two storeys (boys on the ground level divided from
girls and infants on the first floor), a third storey was added later for an art school. Built in
brick with arch headed windows to the first floor it resembles a factory buildings, although it
th
again uses the early 19 century engaged pilasters to frame central and end bays with niches
in the two end bays apparently replicating the Bailies School’s design. The addition of a
school of art would have provided important training in draughtsmanship and design that was
important for apprentices working in the town’s manufactories.
6.22 A late public building within this group is the market place fountain installed in 1866 and
marking the position of the historic town hall. As a public fountain it reflects Victorian concerns
over hygiene and sanitation, although it was also created simply to pride a decorative feature
and source of civic pride in the quality of the town centre and its newly opened out market
place. The fountains’ baroque design stands out in the present townscape of the market
place, although in the mid 19th century it would have complemented the highly detailed
buildings like River Island.
Later Victorian and Edwardian Dudley (c. 1870 – 1919)
Civic buildings
th

th

6.23 Among the town’s most distinctive buildings constructed in the late 19 and early 20
century are the cluster of civic buildings that developed the northern edge of the town centre
into a more formal civic quarter (Figure 17). These were grand public buildings using
architecture that clearly differentiated them from the more domestic town houses or
commercial frontages of the shopping streets. They were generally built in rich red brick with
moulded terracotta or stone details in the elaborate late Victorian Baroque or Queen Anne
Revival style. The Mid-counties Mutual Benefit Society Building on Priory Street (opposite the
County Court) also contributes to this group in a similar fashion. The buildings are
complementary to the Police Station in their scale and materials. The style used, however,
allows for greater freedom of decorative detail, contributing to a lively streetscene full of art
and detail. These buildings also share the features of long frontages with plentiful fenestration
providing overlooking of the street and well-defined entrances, normally with decorative
porches or doorcases or set within recessed lobbies. Their positioning is more engaged with
the street than the contemporary housing or the earlier civic buildings, reflecting greater
confidence and a less defensive posture for the public services. The museum and art school
and library buildings reflect a public interest in supporting education and creating
opportunities for self-betterment through study, also suggesting a more liberal attitude than
th
the civic buildings of the mid-19 century.
6.24 The former Post Office on Wolverhampton Street would also be regarded as forming
part of this group but is larger in scale (three storeys), and is a more purely classical building
(complementing the County Courts building’s use of stone) (Plate 25). This reflects its status
as part of a national scheme rather than a local initiative. It makes a particularly notable
contribution to the character of the part of Wolverhampton Street that forms a gateway to the
town centre due to its scale, dominating pedimented frontage and corner-plot location.
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Plate 25: Former Post Office, 200 Wolverhampton Street
Residential Quarter
6.25 The development of a distinct area of higher quality housing on the northern edge of the
th
town centre in the late 19 century illustrates the wealth that Dudley’s industries continued to
generate but also a zoning of housing, separating rich and poorer citizens with the wealthy
occupying a carefully designed and spacious neighbourhood that was a strong contrast to the
cramped and opportunistically developed courts of housing and twisting streets of other
residential areas of the town. This late Victorian and Edwardian housing, focused on Ednam
Road and St James Road is composed of a mixture of detached and semi-detached villas
with ostentatious frontages, some with carriage houses, service entrances at the rear and
formerly providing staff accommodation in attics.
6.26 They are distinguished by the use of the Olde English style, and Queen Anne Revival or
Tudorbethan architectural style, providing a break from the classical and Italianate
th
architecture of the large houses built earlier in the 19 century. The materials used include
the smooth faced dark red brick produced locally, including moulded brick detailing to window
and door openings, with decorative half timbering. The scale is mainly of two storeys with
attics but rising to three storeys for some elements creating imposing buildings. The style
avoids symmetry by allowing each internal space to have its own distinct articulation to the
exterior, with steeply pitched roofs of complex plan above and use of bay windows and even
jettied elements and balconies breaking up the frontages into numerous stacked elements.
These buildings have impressive chimneystacks with decorative brickwork, which add further
detail to the skyline. Windows tend to be of the crossed transom and mullion style
(referencing Tudor and Jacobean architecture), with timber casements and top-hung transom
lights on St James’ Road. The houses on Ednam Road, however, mainly have one-over-one
or two over-two pane vertically sliding sash windows with horns to runners, suggesting less
attention to the detailing of the style, although these are often in complex arrangements with
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some very unusually designed frames. Despite use of sashes the window-lights were still
often divided by heavy mullions with transoms and lights over.
Late Victorian and Edwardian public houses
6.27 Other key late Victorian buildings in the town centre include a
number of ornate public houses, built as flagships for their respective
breweries. The Crown stands out as the permanent example, forming
a landmark at the corner of Wolverhampton Street and and Priory
Street, richly ornamented in moulded dark red brick with a sharply
pointed spire to its corner turret. This was built for the Wolverhampton
based Mitchell and Butler Brewery to designs by Joseph D. Wood (A.
Foster, forthcoming, Yale). The use of plate glass is also an innovation
that would have been more widely seen at this time, as a wonder
materials that allowed the light of the public house interior to shine out
into the street, drawing customers in. Renovation of the building
through the Dudley Townscape Heritage Initiative has restored the
building to its role as a stunning focus of views along Wolverhampton
Street rising above the surrounding buildings (now providing offices
and a community use). Nos. 203 and 204 Wolverhampton Street
(formerly Merlin’s Nightclub) are of similar date, although lower in
scale, with decorative moulded terracotta providing interest to the first
floor frontage.
6.28 The former Bull’s Head Inn at the corner of Nos. 19 and 18 High
Plate 26: Crown
Street and forming the corner with Hall Street was recorded as the
Inn, 201
st
Bull’s Head Inn on the 1 Edition Ordnance Survey Map and is
Wolverhampton
Street
probably of 1870s construction given the use of steeply pointed
Victorian Gothic Revival arches to the upper floor windows. Its position
reflects the location of many public houses at street corners in order to maximise their
visibility and the availability of windows to light the public rooms within.
6.29 The lower scale of the Gypsies Tent, reflects the lower status of the neighbourhood
within which it stood (which is now entirely gone), but was still a prestigious rebuild of the
public house in 1900 following the collapse of land under the building due to mining
subsidence. Ina addition to this Victorian public house, part of the building of the small
brewery at the rear also survives. This building also occupies an important corner site.
Inter-War Dudley (1920 – 1939)
6.30 Whilst the buildings of the preceding centuries establish Dudley Town Centre’s
architectural value as an historic town centre that conforms to the regional distinctive
character of the Black Country, the quality of buildings built between the two world wars set it
th
apart as a centre of regional significance for 20 century architecture (Figure 18). This is
partly the result of a campaign of rebuilding spearheaded by the Country Borough Council, to
which organisations such as the major breweries also contributed and the companies who
developed Castle Hill as a focus of entertainment and leisure serving the surrounding district.
By contrast with the earlier buildings, which are focused to the north of the High Street, the
th
20 century buildings are focused along High Street and around the market place, reflecting
the focus of redevelopment to support the commercial activity of the town centre, although
there were also significant positive additions to the buildings of the civic quarter. Examples
among these new buildings introduced new materials and new buildings technologies, with
sleek lines emphasised by the smooth surfaces such as glazed tile. Whilst symmetrical
frontages composed of ‘stacked’ or ‘nested’ rectangles provided a sense of drama to
frontages, drawing the eye towards entrances.
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Flagship shops and department stores
6.31 Following the First World War the town’s architectural ambitions changed considerably in
scale. The County Borough Council sought to clear large areas of the cramped and poorly
built housing that had developed in the yards and courts to the south of High Street and in the
wider surroundings of the town. This created new opportunities for large, purpose built
commercial buildings that were attractive to the larger multiples. There architecture varies
considerably, seeking to present a particular impression of the companies. The Co-operative
Stores (now Nos. 80 and 81 High Street), for example, used a sleek modern scheme, with
curtain wall construction allowing long rows of windows with intervening walls of pale cream
tile (recently restored through the Dudley Townscape Heritage Initiative) and steel window
frames emphasising the horizontal lines of the building, whilst a rotunda at the street corner
provides prominence to the building. Clearly the Co-operative wished to present themselves
as a modern and innovative organisation.
6.32 The former Marks
and Spencer’s building,
now Wilkinson’s, was
designed using the Neoclassical style using red
brick and pre-cast stone
detailing and a parapet to
the roofline, which fitted in
well with many of the
surrounding
buildings
when it was built. The
intention
was
to
emphasise
the
respectability of the firm,
as a reliable brand that
Plate 27: Art Deco detailing found on upper floors of the
was also reassuringly
Plaza Mall building in High Street
expensive. Just to the
east the former Woolworth’s building (now the Plaza Mall) provides yet another image, using
Art Deco design to provide an exciting eye-catching frontage that associates the shopping
experience with entertainment (including cinema) and popular fashion, it has a strong vertical
emphasis, whilst the moulded plaster frontage would have been inexpensive to create
reflecting the desire to make a strong impression without great expense. Sadly it is currently
in sore need of maintenance. Other art deco frontages include brick and concrete frontage of
Nos. 66 and 67 High Street (now the Post Office).
6.33 The Fountain Arcade’s frontage maintained the proportions and materials of earlier
Georgian buildings with two distinctive Dutch gables facing onto the Market Place providing
interest to the skyline. Inside, the long glass canopy of the arcade has a Victorian feel,
although this appears to have been innovative in Dudley in the 1920s as the town’s first
covered shopping centre. Many of the accretions to the building’s interior added over the past
eighty years could be removed to better reveal the building’s historic appearance.
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Figure 18 – Late (after c.1919) Buildings
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th

6.34 Allied to the commercial buildings are the banks built in the early 20 century. Again, the
buildings acted as figureheads for the corporations, using classical styles to add to their
respectability and sense of belonging to the establishment. Both Barclays Bank and the
NatWest Bank on Castle Street contribute monumental buildings that add sscale to the
streetscene. An earlier example, that fits into the same pattern is the former Lloyds Bank at
No. 25 Wolverhampton Street, built in 1875 with Gothic Revival style detailing that, again
adds to the sense of history and permanence.
Civic buildings
6.35 The investment of the Council in new civic building
during the 1920s and 30s was considerable. These included
considerable redevelopment of New Street and Priory
Road, as well as making a major contribution to St James’
Road and Priory Street to complete the main buildings of
the civic quarter. The new Dudley Council House, Town
Hall (Concert Hall), Sessions Court and Brook Robinson
Museum Room used a restrained Tudor Revival style that
complemented but did not compete with the existing
buildings. This also used some of the simplified building
lines developed within contemporary modernism but with an
attention to the use of materials and detail that are part of
the Arts and Crafts movement. The architects Hervey and
Wicks had been influential in the design of Bournville, whilst
the buildings, included additional details such as the mural
by Hans Fiebusch. An inscription of a text penned specially
for
Dudley by Thomas Hardy, provided a war memorial.
Plate 28: Decorative
Details
include diaper-patterned brickwork, transom and
detailing found above an
mullion windows, modernist long parapet rooflines and
entrance door to the Council
House, Priory Street
symmetrical frontages of nested rectangular elements with
chamfered corners. The new Police Station and Fire Station
on Priory Road and Tower Street, continue the red brick modernist theme and expanded the
civic quarter east of New Street-Priory Road. The use of classical doorcases and the baroque
balcony over-hanging the street, however, also tie it into the older palette of building styles
seen in the town.
6.36 New Street Chambers and Priory Court formed an important element of the Council’s
redevelopment, allowing the broadening of New Street to provide a more commodious public
street, but also providing an attractive and unified frontage with high quality commercial
frontage to the ground floor and good quality flats above. The buildings maintain elements of
the Georgian and Victorian character of Dudley, including the predominance of red brick with
rich moulded stone detailing , including rusticated quoins, architraves to windows and
parapets to the eaves, all adorned with further rich decoration. This reflects the work of the
two architectural firms of A. T. Butler (later with R. Butler) and Webb and Gray, who made a
considerable contribution to the character of architecture in the town centre between the
wars. The block on the street corner to High Street retains the original front doors, and would
be more closely aligned to the style of A.T. Butler (who was the Council’s supervising
architect), whilst those further down the street appear more in the style of Webb and Gray,
using lettering over the entrances to the passages to Priory Court that is similar to their
building for the Liberal Club (Gladstone House), which faces them across Priory Road and
would also be considered a part of the civic development. The framing of the original
shopfronts with rusticated shopfronts is well preserved.
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Reformed public houses
6.37 A third major development that
contributed to the renovation of the Town
Centre’s buildings during the Inter-War
period was the movement of ‘reformed’
public houses of which the town centre
forms an important focus. These developed
in response to growing concern about the
social impact of ‘gin palaces’ as well as
public perception of the status of pubs. This
was distilled in the 1904 Licensing Act,
which made it easier for magistrates to
remove the licenses of public houses that
weren’t considered to be contributing
Plate 29: The Three Crowns Public
positively to their community. The
House, by A. T. Butler on High Street
architecture used promoted a particular
image of the pub to its patrons. This focused on providing an image of respectability, often
th
taking on the character of traditional 17 century coaching inns, which might be frequented by
the new class of middle-class motorists with their families. A fine example of this style in
Dudley is the Court House Hotel designed by A. T. Butler. However, they could also seek to
present a more moderne character, with sweeping lines and a horizontal emphasis portraying
the public house as a part of a contemporary modern lifestyle (much as wine bars did during
the 1980s and coffee shops have in the 1990s and 200s). The former Angel Public House by
William H. Hobbis at the corner of Castle Street and Fisher Street is an excellent example of
the later (now the British Heart Foundation). The sweeping curve of the corner of this building
provides an entrance to the bus station area that would have appeared dynamic and exciting
in the 1930s. In his Hen and Chickens Public House at the corner of New Street (now
Ladbrokes), A. T. Butler used details from the town’s Neo-Classical buildings to provide a
frontage that would suit a Methodist chapel as well as a public drinking establishment.
6.38 Other key examples include the Griffin on Stone Street and the Three Crowns at High
Street, both by A.T. Butler and using Gothic or Tudor Revival detailing that associates these
buildings with the town’s medieval history. The Three Crown was also the brewery gate pub
for Julia Hansson and Sons Brewery, which stood adjacent. Alongside this group the unusual
tea house formally known as Cranage’s (now the Star Café) stands out as providing a similar
th
approach using a 17 century Venetian style Oriel window to create a genteel
Developing entertainment industries

Plate 30: Detailing to the upper facade at
The Venue, High Street

6.39 The success of new forms of mass
entertainment, notably cinema, prompted
investment in prestige buildings in the town
centre. The Criterion Electric Cinema was
converted from a former music hall in the 1913.
Its new building (now Shipleys), constructed in
1924, presents a Regency classical frontage to
High Street (although sadly the original ground
floor frontage has been lost) that suggests a
luxurious experience lies beyond, whilst possibly
seeking to overcome some of the class
prejudice with which a former Music Hall might
be viewed. The Regent Cinema at the top of
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High Street (now Venue) adopts a similar style.
6.40 The modernity of the new forms of entertainment, developed within the entertainment
area at the foot of Castle Hill, was also expressed in the design of the buildings constructed in
the 1930s. Whilst the Opera House has been built in the revivalist style of the Edwardian
period, with copious architectural detail, the Hippodrome Theatre that replaced it was built
with a frontage of streamlined lines, with detail restricted to the smooth pillars that accentuate
the entrance and horizontal brick banding that frames a fascia. The rebuilt Station Hotel
combines a mixture of Neo-classical and baroque detailing in A. T. Butler’s distinctive playful
melding of styles, but does adopt the long parapets and simplified rectangular massing of the
cinema and theatre, as a strong contrast to the numerous gables and dormers of the Olde
English style building it replaced. The former Odeon Cinema, just to the west, is a classic
example of the moderne buildings produced for the company. Its design includes curved and
horizontally ‘channelled’ corners to the redbrick auditorium, which provide a reversed detail to
the horizontal brick banding of the theatre, and with the addition of an attractive faience tile
clad foyer block with deeply recessed windows and entrances. These buildings, along with
the modernist curves of the of the zoo entrance gates’ concrete canopies, provide a
distinctive collection of 1930s structures that illustrate the aspiration for the Town Centre
present a modern image, whilst still using some of the distinctive materials of the region.
Upmarket houses
6.41 The shift away from the town centre as a residential area is seen in the relatively small
number of houses of this period identified as contributing to the area’s special architectural
interest. Two houses on Ednam Road stand out however. These include the White House,
formerly ‘Caldene’, at No. 10, which is a good example of the Arts and Crafts style by Weeb
and Gray and adjacent Neo-Groegian No. 9 or ‘Wethermel’ by architect Harry Cherrington as
his own home, who also designed many house in the Priory Estate to the north. These
contribute to the Inter-War character of the area surrounding Coronation Gardens and
continue the theme of high quality detached houses on the northern edge of the town centre
th
that was established in the late 19 century on the western part of Ednam Road. Whilst both
buildings are distinctively designed they both make use of the distinctive local red brick and
plain tile, ensuring they contribute to the wider character of the conservation area, whilst both
illustrate the high quality materials and workmanship of the 1930s.
th

Later 20 century buildings
th

6.42 The focus of investment in the town centre’s architecture during the late 20 century was
for commercial buildings that contributed to Dudley’s status as a shopping centre for the
district, with large footprint buildings. Sadly this resulted in the loss of some of the town
centre’s most distinctive frontages. The redevelopment of the Hall Street and Little Hall Street
area stands out as a high quality development internally and to Bird Cage Walk, preserving
the historic street lines a creating light and spacious internal streets, whilst Bird Cage Walk
stands out for the arcade of columns that creates a distinctive vista of the street and for the
public art of the sculpture wall at its north end. The elegant concrete footbridge with its double
helix ramp and sculptural family group, by Bainbridge Copnall is a particularly attractive
feature that frames views along King Street and reflects a s desire to make a functional
element of the street n attractive one too. Sadly the ‘zig-zag’ edged canopy was lost in the
1980s, although it may have been boxed in to the new canopy, whilst the rear elevation of the
former Beaties (now Iceland) store to King Street presents a poor frontage that fails to
engage with the road as a street. The brick detailing on the service entrance off King Street is
of surprisingly high quality, again, making a more functional element decorative.
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6.43 The long buildings providing shops Nos. 186-192 High Street stands out as another
attractive development added in the 1960s, using mosaic tile cladding to create a distinctive
frontage of pink and yellow chequer panels with balconies over the ground floor shops, with a
cast concrete handrail that is an interesting modernist detail. It helped to establish a
consistent scale on the north side of High Street that is continued by the later Trident Centre,
whilst being broken into several elements that helps to provide a rhythm of frontages.
6.44 The Magistrate’s Court, stands
out as the finest addition to the town’s
buildings during the 1970s. It was
recently renovated and is now a
gleaming example of later 20th
century modernism with stacked and
overlapping cantilevered rectangular
forms that hover over each other. The
building uses the slope of ground to
present a mainly two-storey form,
whilst jettied elements and the welldefined windows and entrance
maintain a sense of interaction with
the road.
st

Early 21

Plate 31: The Magistrate’s Court at The Inhedge

Century Buildings

6.45 In 2012 the Dudley College ‘Dudley learning Quarter’ was established with the erection
of ‘Dudley Evolve’ in Tower Street which is a combination of new build and sympathetic
adaptation of the Dudley former fire station and in Ednam Road the erection of ‘Dudley Sixth’
and ‘Dudley Advance’ with Dudley Enhance sandwiched in-between.
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Figure 19 - Dudley Town Centre Conservation Areas, Key Historic Townscape &
landscape features identified in the Urban Historic Landscape Characterisation for
Dudley Town Centre (UHLC)
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Public Art
6.46 Located within the Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area there are a wide variety of
artworks that not only help to enhance the townscape they also reflect the cultural heritage of
the town, mark individual and civic pride and help celebrate past lives and achievements. A
representative sample of some of the public art to be found in Dudley Town Centre is listed
below:•

Baylies’ Charity Schoolboys, Tower Street, Dudley

The figures of two charity schoolboys on the facade of what was once Baylies’ Charity
School are now the earliest surviving public statues in the town. Baylies’ Charity School
was established by Robert Samuel and Anne Baylies in 1732 (Plate 24). The present
building opened in 1824. The statues were produced by Coade of Lambeth, a firm which
made artificial stone sculpture and architectural ornament.

•

Dudley Public Library Facade Sculptures

Dudley’s public Library located in St James’s Road was built in 1909 in the English
Baroque style, it is Grade II listed and possess’s a facade sculpture above the main
entrance of two reclining figures, the female figure represents literature by holding a book
in her left hand and pen in her right. The male figure represents science with his left hand
resting on a globe and his right holding a scroll. Located on the apex of the building is a
female figure designed to represent philopshy, the apex of all brances of Knowledge
(Bennet, 1990:18).

•

Dudley War Memorial

Dudley’s war memorial takes the form of a clock tower which forms part of a complex of
buildings including the Town Hall and Sessions Court and was added in 1928 (Plate 2).
The Memorial Tower was officially opened by the Prime Minister, the Right Honourable
Stanley Baldwin in October 1928. Above the window on the main facade is a relief of St
George and the Dragon. Above the door is a inscription specially written by Thomas
Hardy which reads:‘If you think, have a kindly thought;
If you speak, speak generously.
Of those who as heroes fought;
And died to keep you free’
•

Dudley Drinking Fountain, Market Place

It was built in 1867, designed by James Forsyth (who sculpted the Perseus Fountain at
Witley Court, Worcestershire). It was exhibited at the Paris exhibition prior to being
presented to the town by the Earl of Dudley. Within its triumphal arch stand the male
figures of Mining and Agriculture, standing on top of the fountain stands the female figure
of commerce all of which is flanked by horse couchant.
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th

Plate 32: Dudley Drinking Fountain c.19 century

•

The Apollo Fountain

Located in front of the Council House is Coronation Gardens and located in the centre is
the Apollo Fountain. It was unveiled in 1939, it takes the form of a bronze figure of Apollo
rising from a bronze pedestal to which are affixed smaller images of the Greek God
(Plate 11).

•

Dudley Police Station Sculptures

Dudley Police HQ was opened in 1941. The main entrance features two stone policemen
above the entrances, two lions with cubs either side of the main entrance and a pair of
wooden doors carved with 16 small scenes of police at work. The architects were Webb
and Gray of Dudley

•

Stone Street Square

Located in the centre of Stone Street Square the form of a symbolic glass cone has been
incorporated into the public realm. It represents the position of the cone that belonged to
the Dudley Flint Glassworks from 1766 to 1841. The cone feature is an accurate plan of
the glassworks at ground level, its exact position was determined by an archaeological
evaluation, the remains of the glass cone are preserved in-situ below and can be viewed
in part if you go inside the former firestation building that sits adjacent to the square.

Plate 33: The Dudley Flint Glassworks evaluation in Stone Street.
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•

Duncan Edwards Statue

The statue of football legend, Duncan Edwards stands at the junction of New Street and
Castle Street. Duncan Edwards was born in Dudley in 1936. The statue was
commissioned by Dudley Council to commemorate the England’s and Manchester United
wing-half who was killed just 21 in the 1958 Munich air disaster.

•

Earl of Dudley Statue
th

The statue of the Earl of Dudley was unveiled on Wednesday 25 April 1888. It is Grade
II listed statue and shows the Earl in his peer robes.
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7. Character Areas
Introduction to character areas
7.1 The Dudley HLC identified how the whole Dudley Town Centre was composed of various
different character zones. The same applies to the centre of the town. Different parts of the
town centre contribute in different ways to the special historic and architectural interest of the
conservation area and as such often have a noticeably different character from each other,
representing different phases of historic development or different types of use in the past. In
combination these areas provide the character of the conservation area, although each might
have a strongly contrasting character from other areas. Some characteristics will be found
across several, or even all of the areas, whilst in some case the boundary between one area
and another will be a gradual change and can only be loosely defined.
7.2 Each of the eight character areas are examined individually below (Figure 20). This also
allows a more detailed consideration of the features that contribute positively to the character
and appearance of the conservation area in each of these subdivisions.
Castle Street and The Market Place – Character Area 7
7.3 Castle Street and the market place form the core of the conservation area spatially and
probably represent the earliest area of the town that could be described as urban (Figure 20).
This is located directly adjacent to the castle and, historically, was even more closely
th
th
connected with it. This area retains elements of the townscape of 18 and 19 century re
brick and plastered town houses and shops, whilst the market place and fountain reflect the
th
desire to enhance the space as the civic focus of the town in the mid-19 century. The
buildings also include examples of the ‘reformed’ public houses, replacing the older traditional
th
Black Country public houses, as well buildings for early 20 century entertainment and
shopping reflecting the developing specialism of this part of the town centre. The Churchill
th
Centre provides a link between this area and King Street and is the most significant late 20
commercial development in the town centre.
Spaces and landscape
7.4 The area is focused on the single long, linear space of the two streets, with part of Stone
Street forming the west end of the market place. The market place is a triangular space,
broadest at its east end where it accessed from Fisher Street and New Street, creating broad
open space, whilst it feels increasingly narrow and enclosed to the west end. The triangular
space at the east end of Castle Street, where it broadens to meet Castle Hill and The
Broadway also helps to create a gateway area, narrowing to the front of St Edmund’s Church.
7.5 This appears to have been based on a ridge-top route through open fields (providing a
connection to the earlier agricultural landscape), but went through a formal process of
planning that retain the gently curved route to create dense frontages of narrow fronted
properties but due to organic nature of redevelopments on either side over the past eight
centuries it now has the character of an area of organic development following the gently
climbing ridge to the west. Buildings are set against the rear of the pavement defining the
street and providing enclosure, whilst channelling views along the street. The buildings
address the street with active frontages that reflect the historic commercial character. a
th
negative element of some of the later 20 century buildings is there overhanging of the street,
creating oppressive areas of pavement.
7.6 The area has recently undergone major resurfacing to provide an attractive public realm,
in order to create an attractive entrance to the town centre and to enhance the market area,
this has been combined with improved street lighting, using an attractive modern design of
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pillar and lamp, whilst lighting is being used to provide emphasis to the series of ‘entries’ of
passages and statues. Amongst thee the tunnel of Green Man Entry provides a particularly

Figure 20 – Character Areas
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th

atmospheric space, running through the low arch between 18 century buildings, with
evidence of older structures. The public realm enhancements will be continued to the rear of
the buildings to enhance the relatively bland area leading to Tower Street.
7.7 The demolition of the market place’s public conveniences has also opened out the street
as a single space where it had previous been symbolically divided at this point.
7.8 The east end of this route feels fractured from the continuation of Castle Street east of the
Broadway and up to the castle, detracting from the historic connection between these two
major heritage assets.
Green character

Plate 34: King Charles House

7.9 The green space of the churchyard
and the grounds of King Charles House
with mature trees provides a break
between the broad space and widely
spread large buildings of Castle Hill
(road) and narrower densely built up
frontage of Castle Street. Castle Street
has been enhanced by planting of a
number of low growing street trees that
contribute greenery in the streetscene,

whilst raised planters have been used at the
western end of the market place, providing
greenery and shading the seating area.
Activity and use
7.8 This is both a commercial and social area of
the town, lined with shops and with the market
place filled by market stalls, whilst there remains a
public house, banks and several cafés and
bakers’ shops with a bustle of people selling,
shopping and meeting that is an integral part of
Dudley’s historic character as a market town. The
outdoor market provides this spacewith its positive
character.
7.9 St Edmund’s church also provides an historic
focus for the community and a landmark at the
lower end of the route, providing one focus for
Anglican worship in the town centre, as well as a
possible venue for other social events that
support its mission.

Plate 35: St. Edmund’s Church

Views
7.10 Castle Street and the Market Place provide views eastward to the castle and tower of St
th
Edmund’s Church, a view that was recorded in the late 19 century by water-colourist Louise
Rayner and is now one of the best known paintings of the town. The falling ground to the east
allows the viewer to look over the rooftops of buildings to the east to the church tower rising
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against a backcloth of Castle Hill’s greenery above the surrounding rooftops with the castle
rising above the greenery to the left.
7.11 The narrowing of the market place to the west provides a channelled view to the
frontages of the Criterion Cinema. The view of the market place, including the fountain and
market stalls from the direction of Stone Street is another popular view, photographed on
th
many occasions in the past and drawn with the market hall still in place in the 18 century.
Buildings
th

7.12 A cluster of positive Georgian and early 20 century buildings at the east end of Castle
th
Street, including St Edmund’s Church, Georgian townhouses, an early 20 century bank and
the cottages to the east of the Broadway provide the gateway area to the town centre, as well
as providing Castle Street with a strong character as apart of the Georgian and Victorian town
centre. The four-storey bank building provides a considerable change in scale, but
complements the Georgian buildings in its classical detailing. The buildings general conform
to a three-storey scale, with informal terraced frontages creating strong enclosure. Some
buildings maintain the narrow plots of the medieval period (notably the Georgian town
houses, but also Ladbrokes and buildings on the south side of the street). River Island and
the Fountain Arcade provide other good examples that reveal that the plots are in fact
th
relatively broad (when compared to the frontages of 19 century terraces for example),
suggesting that many of these may have been occupied as inns in the past, requiring a
passage through the building to a stable yard at the rear.
7.13 Key positive historic buildings occupy several of the street corners although the western
corner of High Street and Fisher Street and the east corner to Hall Street are poor.
th

7.14 Sadly the replacement of many of the area’s historic buildings in the later 20 century
had a negative impact on the town centre’s architectural interest and historic character.
Generally these buildings were constructed in materials that failed to provide integration with
the traditional colours and textures of the area’s architecture and had a strong horizontal
emphasis without the vertical features that typify the historic townhouses and that contribute
to the sense of rhythm of frontages that is a positive feature. Indeed, the appear to have
resulted in a drop in scale of development, whilst the exclusive commercial and office uses
effectively removed residential use from a large part of the town centre. The harsh, blue brick
frontage of the BHS building and sheet cladding of Nos. 13 – 17 High Street stand out as
particularly unsuitable in the setting. Poorly detailed windows to upper storeys, or entirely unfenestrated elevation above ground floor level confirm the absence of occupation of this
central area after shopping hours and create bland frontages that do not provide a
comparable quality of detail and interest to historic buildings.
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Upper High Street – Character Area 5
7.15 Upper High Street provides the western half of the
‘spinal’ route that the medieval and later town centre
developed around (Figure 20). St Thomas’s church
th
replaced the mediaeval church but used as an early 19
century gothic revival building retains some of the
character of the medieval street. The south side of the
street preserves a large number of historic buildings,
th
th
including townhouses and 19 and early 20 century
warehouses, amongst which various stand out for
particular architectural historic interest in addition to
positively contributing to the historic character of the town
th
centre. The street also retains a mixture of the 19 century
th
public houses and early 20 century ‘reformed public
houses’, whilst the junctions with Wolverhampton Street is
th
a focus of surviving early 19 century town houses with
ground floor shops older buildings are also studded along
the north side the street but are separated by the long
frontage of the architecturally uninspiring Trident Centre.
Despite being relatively broad the street has a tight sense
of enclosure due to the strong building lines with a small
number of glimpsed views to spaces either side along side
streets, the gap to Inhedge Gardens or the covered
passage at Rutland Entry.

Plate 36: Rutland Passage
provides a pedestrian
linkage between High Street
and King Street

Spaces and landscape
7.16 The long, linear space, gently curving as it climbs the hill, reflecting its origins as a road
through fields and creating foreshortened views, running into (or out from) the market place to
the west. The enclosure by informal terraces of buildings makes this a well defined space, or
indeed two spaces, separated by the bend in the street at St Thomas’ Church. The gaps for
side streets are well defined by corner buildings that wrap around to address both frontages.
7.18 The climb of the hill to the west provides a natural sense of approach to the market
place, whilst it ensure the church on the crest of the hill forms a prominent skyline
landmark.At the west end of the street the large car park and low building of Asda, which is
oriented away from the street, provides a poorly defined frontage where the street appears to
peter out.
Green character
7.19 This is a hard urban environment with little greenery. As
such the churchyard is an important focus of greenery with
grassed slopes angled down towards the road and trees
highlighting this gap and providing an attractive setting for the
church. The small area of planting at the entrance to the
Inhedge Gardens builds on this green point as a narrow green
gap in the frontage.
7.20 To the west, the supermarket car park provides a small
amount of greenery helping to define the end of the urban
area of the town centre. The green bank at the entrance to the
street from Queen’s Cross replaced the raise walkway that
ran alongside the road in the past. Although the green bank is
Plate 37: Mature trees at Inhedge
Gardens provide additional visual
interest against the built form
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attractive, reinstating the walkway to some extent could create more of an entrance feature.
Activity and use
7.21 This is mainly a shopping area with a number of independents including green grocers. It
also contains a surprising number of public houses (four), as well as two of the town’s
principal banks and the post office. It is also a focus of hot food takeaways, with a large
restaurant at the west end of the street, which boasts the claim of being the first authentic
Indian Restaurant in the Black Country! As such, the lower end of the street is generally very
busy with lots of pedestrians, partly due to the presence of the Trident Centre Car Park and
on-street car parking.
7.22 The street is generally congested with traffic queuing for the traffic light at the junction
with Union Street/Wolverhampton Street. This creates a poor atmosphere, although
shopkeepers feel that on street parking is important if the commercial character of the area is
to be maintained. The poor environment is also exacerbated by the use of roller shutters on
many takeaways during the day, creating an atmosphere of abandonment. Despite this
activity, the street is a focus of empty shops, with several buildings entirely disused or in very
intermittent use, and evidence of poor maintenance clearly visible. This is most severe in the
area west of St Thomas Church where, sadly, the vacant buildings are amongst those judged
to make the greatest contribution to the street’s historic character.
Views
7.23 The bend in the line of the road at Top Church creates two different view areas (upper
and lower High Street). Upper High Street (to the west) has a strong frontage on the south
side that helps to channel views to the west and east along the street. Looking east, the spire
of St Thomas Church is clearly an important landmark, but several other historic buildings
stand out, including the frontage of the former Regent Cinema (Venue), No. 92 High Street
th
and the corner building at No. 168 High Street (an early 19 century town house with a later
th
19 century shopfront) all stand forward in the street scene. Looking to the west, particularly
from Greystone Street, the view takes in the south west of the borough and three counties.
There is also an important glimpsed view southward at Vicar Street towards Wychbury in the
Clent Hills.
7.24 The key view along the lower High Street is the westward vista, including the historic
frontage on the south side of the street curving gently up to the sire of St Thomas’ Church,
which appears as a silhouette, where the road stands to bend
out of view. A second view focus is the collection of historic
buildings at the junction with Union Street, including the
th
monumental frontage of Barclay’s Bank and late 18 century
buildings on the north side of the road running up to the
junction with High Street.
Buildings
7.25 This area presents a microcosm of Dudley’s architectural
interest with buildings of a mixture of dates of construction
forming informal terraces, particularly on the south side of the
street. No. 89 is notable as one of the oldest standing
buildings in the town centre. It includes an important focus of
late C18 and early C19 buildings including St Thomas’ Church
and the Earl of Dudley’s former estate offices illustrating the
roles of the church and the major landowner as key elements
th
of Dudley’s early 19 century society. The church also helps
Plate 38: 83 High Street
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th

to illustrate the technological advancements produced in the Black Country in the late 18
th
and early 19 century. The Three Crowns’ was built in the Inter-War period as a reformed
public house at the gate of Hanson’s Brewery, which stood directly to the west, and was
designed by the regionally notable architect A. T. Butler. The Regal Cinema and the Cooperative store are both examples of Dudley’s Inter-war architecture including the mixture of
highly original modernist design and materials and more conservative pastiche styles
referring back to the classical architecture of the town’s history.
7.26 The buildings are mainly of three storeys of several bays width suggesting either
tenement blocks or large, double fronted townhouses, but so changed at ground floor level
th
that it isn’t always clear how they were divided in the past. Early 19 century detailing
provides important evidence of the development of the townscape in response to growing
prosperity during the industrial revolution, although the area directly behind this frontage was
n area of court housing.
7.27 Various corner buildings
are of historic interest and
provide
attractive
historic
frontages, as well as acting as
landmarks in views. The former
Co-operative Stores and No,
168 High Street (at the corner
with Stafford Street) have been
refurbished through the Dudley
Townscape Heritage Initiative,
resulting
in
considerable
improvement
of
the
streetscene.

Plate 39: The former co-op building at the junction of
Vicar Street and High Street has been restored to its
former glory with new facade tiles and windows. Note
the strong horizontal emphasis
Side Streets and Back Streets Area –
Character Areas 3

Plate 40: Georgian buildings in Wolverhampton
Street

7.28 Wolverhampton Street, Parsons
Street, Priory Street, Court Passage,
Stone Street, New Street and Tower
Street (Figure 20). This area has
developed from the service lanes and
radial streets of the medieval town plan,
to form a network of narrow streets with
a strong character preserved by the
tightly enclosed environment and
survival of many historic buildings
(particularly Georgian town houses and
some of the larger Georgian and early
Victorian houses, as well as historic
inns and public houses). It includes
atmospheric passageways, such as
Court Passage and shares the open
space of Stone Street Square with the
Civic Quarter to the north narrow.
Wolverhampton Street, Stone Street
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and New Street provide busy shopping areas, which also transmit a considerable volume of
traffic, Priory Street and Tower Street are quieter areas for pedestrians, although Priory Street
is a busy bus route.
Spaces and landscape
7.29 The area is formed of the network of side streets running off the north side of the High
Street – Castle Street route, or that ran along the rear of the long plots fronting these routes
and represents a part of the medieval town plan that has survived subsequent centuries of
th
redevelopment. New Street has been identified as a later addition of mid-18 century origin
th
backlanes that was widened in the early 20 century as part of programme of redevelopment
spearheaded by the County Borough Council. The narrow streets, lined with historic
buildings, preserve the intensive use, enclosed environment and built-up space that illustrate
th
the constraint on space for the growth of the town until the late 18 century. This provides an
intimate character on quieter street and intensifies the feeling of town centre bustle on the
busier ones. This character breaks down at the eastern end of Tower Street where the
building line on the south side of the street has been lost.
7.30 Historic pavement and road surfaces of cobbles are preserved at Court Passage,
although the passage’s setting has suffered through the clearance of subsidiary buildings
behind the main frontages to provide car parking spaces. Along with the former fire station
this provides an opportunity for distinctive new development acting as a pedestrian cut
through from Wolverhampton Street to Stone Street.
7.31 Buildings set at the rear of the pavement with direct access from the pavement to ground
floor shops, reflect a history of commercial use with active frontages creating a lively
atmosphere, as well as a contributing to the narrowness and enclosure of the space.
Green character
7.32 There is very little greenery within this area, which is mainly a hard urban landscape.
Small areas of tree planting at the entrance to the Inhedge Gardens and outside the
Saracen’s Head Inn provide some vertical interest and greenery that gains value as the end
point of views along these routes. Parsons Street, on the edge of this area also has a greener
character with trees seen over garden walls, including those in properties on St James’ Road.
Activity and use
7.33 This area hosts a mixture of commercial and residential use, with some office use at first
and second storey level. The presence of residential use on Priory Street provides an
overlapping character between the back streets and the more purely civic activities of the
th
th
Civic Quarter at Priory Street, reflecting the continued use, or reuse, of 18 and 19 century
houses as residential accommodation, as well as conversion of the County Courts building
into flats.
7.34 Wolverhampton Street, Stone Street and New Street (the side or radial streets) are all
busy commercial streets; Parsons Street, Priory Street and Tower Street are all quieter with a
greater presence of offices and residential accommodation.
7.35 A potato warehouse and loading services entrances on Tower Street help to maintain
the back lane character, although there is potential for greater activity as an attractive
secondary shopping frontage making better use of the Georgian Townhouses, drawing in
activity from New Street and Stone Street. This area has been relatively flexible in the past
with property used for shops when the retail needs of the town centre have expanded.
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7.36 Some long-term vacancy is of particular concern. The former Merlin’s Café on
Wolverhampton Street is notable with danger of loss of fabric through lack of maintenance or
use.
Views
7.37 The framed view to Dudley Castle along Tower Street is iconic of Dudley and helps to
th
articulate the joint history of the town and the barony up until the early 20 century. An oil
painting of this view by an H. Stirling, dated 1896 is held within the Dudley Museum Service
Collection, whilst it has been photographed many times during the past century, documenting
its changing character.
7.38 Views along Wolverhampton Street with the Crown public house spire as a focal point
are also highly distinctive. These help to highlight the architectural richness of this part of the
town centre and create the gateway moment when arriving in the town centre from the north
west. In particular, they benefit from the architecturally rich frontage of Wolverhampton Street
and the narrow and enclosed street directing the view to these buildings.
Buildings
th

7.39 This is the core area for survival of 18 and early
th
19 century buildings. This has an important influence on
the predominant materials, which are a mixture of brick
and stucco, as well as the classical styles of architecture
that predominate and the proportions and arrangement of
fenestration with very ‘orderly’ buildings, although often
elaborately decorated.
7.40 The area has a generally consistent three-storey
scale, with a lower third-storey reflecting Georgian
aesthetics. Buildings form informal terraces creating a
strong sense of enclosure and towering over narrow
streets.
7.41 Notable corner buildings including the Crown Public
House and Court House Public House as well as the
Saracen’s Head reflect the commercial character of the
Plate 41: Newly restored
th
th
th
town centre throughout the 18 , 19 and 20 century
historic facades in
Wolverhampton Street
although there are many town houses and the area of
larger houses that demonstrate this was a more upmarket
residential area in the past. Many of these have now been chosen to as offices for
professional services. Charlton House, the Crown Public House, Baylies Hall and Bogarts
stand out for the impact that THI funding has had upon the area’s sense of vitality. However,
these are very spread out, having a limited impact on the overall character of any one of
these streets, suggesting that future funding needs to be
focused on a smaller area to have a significant impact. The
renovation of Georgian townhouses at Nos. 19 – 22 Stone
Street demonstrated how positively this can affect the
character of a space, particularly where they are combined
with public realm works and draw in sustainable uses that
support the buildings’ upkeep.
7.42 The Inter-War character of buildings at New Street in
contrast to the earlier buildings elsewhere in the area has
been noted above. These form an area of distinctive
Plate 42: The 1970s styling above the
Trident Centre in High Street is visually very
diverse from the historic fabric on the
opposite side of the road
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character. Nevertheless the street included a significant number of 18 and 19 century
buildings that contribute positively to the area’s character. However, the loss of historic
architectural detail is notable with insensitive replacement shopfronts and uPVC framed
windows. Nos. 12,14 and 16 and 20 New Street are examples that have been particularly
negatively affected by insensitive alterations.
7.43 The dominating impact of the 1970s shopping centre frontage of the Trident Centre of
Wolverhampton Street is also particularly notable.
The Northern Fringe – Character
Area 1
7.44 This area retains the character
of a high quality late Victorian and
Edwardian residential suburb with
large redbrick villas built for the
town’s wealthy citizens in large
gardens
with
well-timbered
boundaries providing an attractive
tree-lined road (Figure 20). This
area has, until recently, been largely
in use as offices for professional
services or departments of the
Borough Council, reusing and
extending the historic buildings,
however there is a recent trend to
revert back to the buildings being
used for a residential use.
Spaces and landscape
7.45 The long, straight roads display
the evidence of formal planning for
the expansion of the town northward
th
century, with
in the late 19
purposefully broad roads and a
building line set back from the
frontage to create an open and
spacious character. Gaps between

Plate 43: The red brick villas in Ednam Road
buildings also contribute to the sense of space,
allowing views through to green space of gardens
and playing fields behind. Whilst the development of
th
Dudley 6 is generally considered a positive addition
to the area, the loss of these views through to the
space behind is considered to have detracted from
the area’s historic residential character.
Green character

Plate 44: Spaces between buildings give a
visual break from the built urban form

Plate 44: Spaces between
buildings give a visual break from
the built urban form

7.46 This is one of the greenest areas of the town
centre, with street tree planting a part of the area’s
formal planning (revealed by Council committee
minutes of the time), which has now matured and is
a very attractive element of the area’s character. The
avenue of trees leading north out of the conservation
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area provides a more gradual transition from the large Victorian houses in the conservation
area to the more Inter-War housing just to the north. The front gardens have generally been
maintained, partly because most of these houses were large enough to require drives for
carriages when they were built. Although the large car park to the front of Edam House does
detract from the greenery.
7.47 The area also benefits from borrowed greenery on adjacent streets and spaces,
including streets trees on the southern section of St James’ Road within the ‘civic quarter’,
street and garden trees on Priory Road and the Broadway and views over the civic green
space of Coronation Gardens.
Activity and use
7.48 Historically developed as an up-market residential area these streets retain some
residential use but have otherwise been converted for office and educational uses. This
maintains a steady amount of activity during the day providing a transition from the busy
commercial and civic areas to the quieter residential areas beyond. Currently there is some
change in ownership, which is likely to introduce more residential use, which may result in this
area becoming quieter during the day.
7.49 The roads form part of a gyratory system around the town centre with a high traffic load
that adds to their busy character.
Views
7.50 The views across Coronation Gardens to the Castle are particularly noteworthy (see
above). Otherwise views are generally focused along the streets by the tall trees and
buildings with glimpses to greenery between buildings. The avenue of trees looking west
along St James’ Road make a particular positive contribution to these views.
Buildings
7.51 The late Victorian houses along both these roads defined their character as a prestigious
th
residential area within the town centre developed in the late 19 century, at the height of the
region’s industrial and economic success. As such they represent the highest quality of
residential architecture of this period within the town centre as the homes of the town’s most
successful citizens. They are generally large houses of up to three storeys, although more
usually two storeys with attics, built in dark red brick with clay plain tile roofs. The use of the
Queen Anne Revival or Olde English Style, involves the use of a range of details intended to
produce a traditional character, such as half timbering with plaster infill, tile hanging and tall
chimneys in decorative brickwork, with architectural ornament in the form of moulded brick or
terracotta detail. Roofs are steeply pitched with corned gables and bargeboards and some
parapet gables. Windows, including a mixture of timber sliding sash windows and metal
framed casements, are normally divided by robust brick mullions, whilst single and two-storey
bay windows are commonly used to articulate individual rooms. The buildings avoid the
formal symmetry of frontages employed in earlier classical buildings (associated with
th
industrial buildings by the late 19
century), instead giving each of the
internal spaces its own external
expression. This does not prevent the
creation of symmetrical pairs of houses
however.
7.52 In addition to these buildings
Priory Villa (now Kudos House) stands
out due to its contrasting classical
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Plate 45: At the junction of Priory Road and Ednam Road
stands Kudos House, now in use by Dudley College

architecture as a building of earlier origins, reflecting the age of Priory Road and forming a
strong corner to the street. To the east the two early 20th century houses at Nos. 9 and 10
Ednam Road provide a of continuity of the road’s development for prestigious, architecturally
th
distinguished houses. A small number of notable early 20 century houses also lie along St
James’ Road to the west of the conservation area, including Nos. 14, 16 and 30, with the
former Dudley Grammar School, built in 1898, between them. No. 30 in particular is notable
as a late house attributed to A. T. Butler.
The Inhedge
7.53 The Inhedge area contains the green
public space of Inhedge Gardens and the laws
of the magistrate’s court, and the terrace of
buildings to the west, along with the Inhedge
Road, sections of Cross Street and Stafford
Street and the former Gypsy’s Tent public
house. The green space of the Gardens
preserves an area of open space recorded in
th
the late 18 century as undeveloped land,
th
forming several large gardens by the late 19
century and amalgamated as a single plot for
th

7.54 Horseley House by the mid-20 century
and were subsequently purchased by the
Borough Council. It also includes the former
Unitarian Burial ground in the green space on
the north side of Inhedge. Today this is a green
area on the north of the town centre used often
as an informal social space, as well as
providing routes between the Stafford Street
car park and residential areas to the north west
and the town centre shopping streets. The
roads are often busy with traffic, whilst there is
often activity associated with the Magistrates’
Court.

Plate 46: Inhedge Gardens was recorded
th
as undeveloped land in the 18 century,
subsequently becoming garden land before
purchase by the Council.

Spaces and landscape
7.55 The area contains land on both sides of Inhedge including the Inhedge Gardens and
lawns and car parks around the Magistrate’s Court and has an open character, partly due to
the large open space of Stafford Street Car Park. Inhedge runs down the steep slope of the
hill towards Wolverhampton Street providing notable views over the town centre’s roofscape.
7.56 The straight and broadened road lacks definition and can feel windswept. The Inhedge
Gardens provide a positive a useful green space but lack positive interaction with the
surrounding buildings, resulting in poor integration with the town centre. Indeed the paths
through the area fail to serve desire lines adequately and the seating provided is in poor
condition and in need of upgrading. Service roads run around and through the space to the
backs of the Trident Centre and other buildings.
7.57 The most significant frontage to address the space is the Magistrates’ Court, whilst the
th
space also provides the best public view of the early 18 century Unitarian Chapel. Hidden
from view from Wolverhampton Street. It also has frontages to the former Regent Cinema
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(Venue) and the former Assembly Hall at the rear of No. 186 and the Trident Centre, which
have potential for enhancement to create a more integrated space.
Green character
7.58 The green space of the Inhedge Gardens preserves a space that has remained as
th
gardens since, at least the late 19 century, and potentially considerably earlier, preserving
an historic element of the town centre landscape, as well as an important ‘green lung’. The
lawns around the Magistrate’s Court also provide an attractive green element to the town
centre landscape, which is also significant as part of the formal setting of the Magistrate’s
Court building.
7.59 The trees within the Inhedge
Gardens have been noted above as
one of the key positive features of
the space. Street trees surrounding
the
Magistrates’
Court
also
contribute positively to the character
of the area.
Activity and use
I7.60 Inhedge receives a high
volume of traffic as part of the
network of roads that provide an
informal gyratory around the north
side
of the town centre. The road
Plate 47: Trees are a key positive feature of the
around the west and south of the
town centre. Here their variance in shape, colour
Gardens provides access to service
and visual interest is clearly evident
areas for High Street properties as
well as the Trident Centre, whilst the former gardens to the rear of the large houses and
former Lloyd’s Bank on Wolverhampton Street have now becoming privately managed car
parks, in addition to the Council‘s private car park on the north side of Inhedge Road.
7.61 Both the road and the Gardens provide important pedestrian routes between the town
centre and surrounding residential areas and car parks that are important to the town centre
economy, and form the first experience of the town centre for visitors arriving from these
areas.
7.62 The Magistrates’ Court forecourt provides a busy waiting area. The Gardens see some
use as a social space, particularly around lunchtime, when people often use the benches as a
spot for a quiet meal and to congregate. Indeed it seems likely that additional and better
quality seating could facilitate greater use of this area as a social space.
Views
7.63 The rooftop view of the town centre from the road and the Gardens has been noted
above as one of the town centre’s key views. Views through the green space of the Gardens
are also of value, with the view to St Thomas’s Church spire attractively framed by trees, with
a green foreground of trees leading up to the break in the building line that provides access to
High Street.
Buildings
th

7.64 The Magistrate’s Courts stand out as the finest later 20 century building in Dudley
Town Centre and provides a great sense of occasion to the road. The road and Gardens do
provide views of interesting elements of the backs of some historic buildings including the
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former Assembly Rooms and the Unitarian Chapel, as well as Chaddesley House and the
former Lloyds Bank. No. 36 The Inhedge and the former Gypsy’s Tent public house both
th
stand out as the last buildings of a larger 19 century residential area that once covered the
th
car parks to the northwest. Both have late 19 century character features, including using a
mixture of the locally distinctive redbrick and Staffordshire blue brick with moulded brick
detailing to window and door openings.
King Street – Character Area 6
7.65 King Street forms a back street to a large
part of the southern side of the town centre, a
role it has performed since the town’s
th
foundation in the 12 century (Figure 20). The
street was straightened and widened in both
th
th
the 18 and 20 centuries creating a very
modern highways dominated landscape. As
well as forming part of the gyratory system for
the town centre, the road provides access to
private car parking and service areas for
buildings on the High Street and around the
Market Place. It also includes a secondary
shopping street, as well as frontages for office
buildings and access between the large public
car parks and the town centre. The bus station
at the east end of the route covers a large area
th
cleared of housing in the early 20 century and
includes the covered street of Bird Cage Walk.
The bus station was developed in the 1950s
and acts as an important public transport hub
and a gateway to the town centre, whilst the
bus station and Bird Cage Walk also have
associations with Dudley Zoo

Plate 48: This large statue provides a
sense of entrance to the town on the
approach from King Street

Spaces and landscape
7.66 The street itself is a long linear space formed of a broad road with pavements on both
sides, and with sporadic enclosure by buildings that are generally set at the back of the
pavement. Many roads and paths lead off this route into adjacent areas, including the areas
of historic housing at Vicar Street and Churchfield Street and narrow passages (including
Rutland Passage and Long Entry) that provide distinctive routes into the High Street. Areas of
formal public car parks are located in gaps in the frontage on the south side of the road, whilst
less formal public car parking is located in
gaps on the north side, which generally
have a poor quality of landscaping. As
such the space of the street is poorly
defined in places, although the gaps in
the southern frontage have some
advantage in making the area more open
and light, with some views out to the
landscape to the south including views to
the Clent Hills and the Bean Car Factory
and former National Projectile Factory at
Plate 49: Upper floor office accommodation
overlooks King Street
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Dixon’s Green. Some better-defined areas are found where large buildings create two facing
street frontages, as they do between Union Street and Flood Street. At these points the area
has a strong urban character with broad pavements that could help to form a good secondary
shopping area.
7.67 Buildings do generally front the street, although there are also areas where the ‘frontage’
is made up of the large rear elevations of buildings facing onto the High Street, which have
little integration with King Street. The rear of the former Beatties Store (now Iceland) is
particularly notable for the bland elevation it presents to King Street.
7.68 The large open space of the bus station and car parks at Prospect Hill provides some
notable views out of the area over the rooftops of Castle Street and Castle Hill to Dudley
Castle. The bus Station itself is confusing lad out with numerous separate bus lanes and
island stands with long shelters, requiring pedestrians to cross the bus lanes to reach their
stand. This creates a large obstruction in routes into the town centre from the south east.
7.69 A stub of Hall Street is also included in this area, representing the last section of a street
that was covered by the Churchill Centre or cut through by King Street. A short frontage with
mixture of historic buildings and more recent infill on the east side of the road provide
evidence of the historic street, which provides access between the town centre and the large
residential areas of Kates Hill and Dixon’s Green. Historically, this would have been an
important element of the town’s medieval street plan.
Green character
7.70 Greenery is provided by the former
Congregationalist Chapel graveyard and the
green space on the edges of car parks at
Flood Street. The bus station was a greener
space before its redevelopment in the 1980s
and loss of green islands for grade car
parks, although they do retain a small
number of trees that contribute positively to
the area’s character. The small churchyard
of the Church of Our Blessed Lady and St
Thomas of Canterbury also adds to the
greenery of Trindle Road and St Joseph
Street, as well as forming the curtilage of the
historic church.
Activity and use
7.71 Activity includes a mixture of office use,
servicing of the High Street and Market
Place as well as some commercial use,
mainly focused between Flood Street and
New Mill Street. The area receives a high
volume of through traffic, whilst the bus
station is an important public transport hub in
the borough and an import arrival point for
many visiting Dudley.

Plate 50: Green infrastructure in the vicinity
of the bus station
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Views
7.72 The view of the Castle of and St Edmund’s Church Tower from Prospect Hill has been
identified as a key view of the town centre with the church tower emerging from the leafy
churchyard below and the castle ‘sky-lined’ in its own green setting on the ridge above.
However the roof of the bus station offices or the long blue bus shelters do not enhance this.
th

7.73 One framed view through the footbridge west along King Street showcases the later 20
century urban quality of the space, as well as the graceful arch of the bridge.

7.74 Views across the valley to the south east include the National Projectile Factory, dating
from the First World War as a key historic landmark feature.
7.75 Views across the car parks on the north side of the street, taking in unattractive rear
elevations of building on the High Street and untidy parking areas or wasteland are a negative
feature of the area.
Buildings
7.76 The buildings of King Street generally reflect the clearance of the area in the 1930s
through to the 1960s and the sporadic and incomplete regeneration that followed. Earlier
th
buildings that do survive include the former St Thomas’ Junior School building, early 19
century townhouses at Hall Street and the Roman Catholic Church, which provide
fragmentary evidence of the townscape that was otherwise removed. Among the Inter-War
period buildings, the Foundry Public House and small row of shops opposite at New Mill
Street stand out as for their interesting design and well preserved original shop fronts,
th
Trafalgar House stands out for the quality of its design as a large early 20 century office
building and the former Empire Tavern, most recently the Metro Bar public house also stands
out as another example of the ‘reformed’ public houses of the black country, design by
William H. Hobbs and making a strong visual impact and positive contribution at the corner of
Trindle Road. The listed vicarage of St Thomas’ Church is an important building both for its
architectural interest and its association with the church, as is the small mission hall just to
the west, forming a group of associated buildings with the former school, vicarage and
church.
th

7.78 Of the later 20 century buildings Bird Cage Walk stands out as of particular interest in
creating a distinctive two-storey covered street, originally designed with views over the bus
station to the castle and including public art that contributes to the cultural interest of the town
centre. The ‘wrapping’ or replacement of the delicate pillars and canopy, as much chunkier
sectioned forms in the 1990s reduced the building’s architectural interest, could be reversed.
The footbridge from the Churchill Centre to the Flood Street Car Parks, including its ramps
and the ‘family group’ sculpture also makes an important positive contribution to the aesthetic
quality of the street as well as its architectural and artistic interest.

Plate 51: Birdcage walk setting and sculpture by Bainbridge Copnall of symbolic
figures (made of fibre glass) of Industry and work supporting family and education.
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7.79 In general the buildings of King Street are large scale-detached blocks of three or more
storeys with long frontages. The use of red brick with concrete or precast stone detail in
places is sympathetic to the redbrick and stone detailing of older buildings in the town centre,
although the street fails to provide the distinctive quality of roofscape seen in the streets to
the north.
Civic Quarter – Character Area 2
7.80 Just to the north of the historic back streets of the town centre this is a distinctive area
that is well defined by the large civic buildings and spaces created to grow the growing
functions of the town as a centre for administration, law and order, public safety,
th
th
entertainment and learning between the mid 19 and mid 20 century (Figure 20). Indeed
this can be seen as a part of a continuing process with the development of prestigious
buildings for Dudley College in and around this area in the present century. The area is a
focus of buildings of special historic and architectural interest with important historic
associations and has a high quality of landscaping. The area was developed over the former
fields on the edge of the Priory’s former estate through release of land by the Earl of Dudley
th
in the mid 19 century and retains a green character in places, with views out to the greenery
of Castle Hill to the east.
Spaces and landscape
7.81 The area is made up of
a network of streets that are
shared with or continue
several of those in the ‘back
lanes’ character area to the
south and west. Generally
these were set out laid out
as straight, broad streets in
th
th
and 19
the late 18
century and have benefitted
from tree planting, as well
as the use of high quality
Plate 52: Dudley Castle overlooking the town; here, seen
street furniture, including
from The Broadway
th
the distinctive early 20
century street lamps. The Coronations Gardens form a focal area as green space, whilst
Stone Street Square is a more formal hard landscaped space, with potential as a secondary
market place and civic space for events.
7.82 The buildings are tall, varying in height from two (tall) storeys to four storey office blocks
but generally have long frontages and create a strong sense of enclosure. Large civic
buildings provide a coarse grain of development with a small number of commercial premises
and offices forming perimeter blocks that provide strong frontage and enclosure in places,
although both Stone Street Square and Coronation Gardens provide more light and open
areas.
7.83 Buildings either rising from the back of the pavement or are set back with a narrow verge
of planting that provides greenery and softening and an attractive setting to these important
buildings.
Green character
7.84 The attractive formal green open space of the gardens with lawns, carpet bedding and
th
structured tree planting contribute positively to the area’s character as an early 20 century
civic green space and forms and important element of the setting of the near contemporary
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Council House. The green lawns and trees also make an important contribution to the value
of this space as a green gap within the townscape as well as forming an attractive foreground
to the views of the Apollo Fountain and Dudley Castle.
7.85 Street trees on each of the roads contribute to softening of the urban environment, as
well as providing shade and greenery and complement the traditional character of the
architecture chosen for the civic buildings.
Activity and use
7.86 Activity in the area is very mixed and reflects the historical development of the area for a
variety of civic uses that sustain the roles of the town centre as a central place for the legal,
administrative and cultural needs of the wider borough. The main use is for offices for council
and other public services, including the coroner’s court and police station and council
chambers. However, having grown in the 1970s and offices are now becoming available for
other businesses, creating a high quality office area to attract new business to the town
centre.
7.87 The use of the area for
education is growing with an
expanded
campus
for
Dudley College with the
erection of Dudley Evolve,
Aspire, Sixth and Enhance.,
This has created a greater
sense of activity than
previously
with
more
students moving through
the
area
and
using
Coronation Gardens as a
hub for the ‘exploded’
campus of the college.
Plate 53: The new development for Dudley College at
Tower Street provides a modern, forward-thinking outlook
to this area of the town

7.88 Cultural uses include
the museum, central library
and concert hall. These
provide activity throughout the day, whilst the hall provides a particular focus for evening
activity, although this could increase and would benefit from co-ordinated activities with
nearby pubs and restaurants.
Views
7.89 The fantastic view of the castle and statue of Apollo across the Coronation Gardens has
been identified as one of the key views of the town centre above. The civic buildings provide
many attractive focal features in the views channelled along the streets with the street trees
providing greenery and dappled shade. The views of the frontage of the old Police Station,
the tower of the town hall and the statue of the angel of learning crowning the library are all
seen as the focus of important positive views. The frontage of the Council House seen across
Coronation Gardens or from Priory Road is also an image used to sum up Dudley’s important
administrative role for the borough with a building of great architectural quality. The view
across Stone Street Square to the No. 7 Priory Street, Dudley Museum and Art Gallery,
Coroners’ Court building and Saracen’s Head Inn also provides a vignette that illustrates
many of the different historic aspects of the conservation area’s special historic and
architectural interest.
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Buildings
7.90 This area is an important focus of the buildings of special historic or architectural interest
(listed buildings) within the town centre, creating an area of high architectural quality. The
uniformity of materials and scale, and in some cases design, has produced an area of very
distinct character that creates a separate identity from the more residential and commercial
areas that surround it. The buildings provide an important historic record of the development
of Dudley’s role as the centre of government for a large Metropolitan Borough, as well as the
cultural functions the town centre has provided.
7.91 The key positive buildings are as large,
two-storey high (with basements) civic buildings
developed between 1840 and 1940. Red brick
and stone dressings dominate the area, with
later office buildings sensitively designed in red
brick with exposed concrete frame elements as
detailing. The style of building varies but
generally is characterised by long frontages with
regular fenestration of mullion and transom
windows and parapet roof-lines, with detailing in
stone. These buildings were each designed for
dramatic effect with prominent entrance
features, such as the Town Halls recessed
arched entrance from St James’ Road and
tower on Priory Street and incorporating artistic
elements, including statuary, wall paintings and
inscriptions, in addition to the borough coat of
arms.
7.92 Following its division into several
properties, including Elizabeth House and
th
Carvers’ Café, part of the 19 century fire station
have been disused and in a poor state of repair.
The long sidewall of the fire station is also
considered to make a poor contribution to the
potential for activity on Stone Street Square.

Plate 54: Restored historic buildings
found in St James’s Road
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Castle Hill – Character Area 8
7.93 Castle Hill (the road) provides the main approach to the town centre from the east, and
provides many visitors with their first impression of Dudley, including views to the castle on
the crest of the hill (Figure 20). The lower end of the hill is dominated by the group of large
buildings, including the hotel, zoological gardens entrance gates and former cinema and
theatre, all of which were developed in the late 1930s. The road has an open, light character
with large gaps of open spaces on both sides and both a broad carriageway (four lanes) and
pavements suggesting considerable widening. At the top of the hill a group of older buildings,
including St Edmund’s Church and Dudley Mosque (formerly St Edmund’s School) form an
area of Victorian and Georgian character that provides an inner gateways heralding the more
tightly enclosed streetscape of Castle Street and the Market Place to the west.
Spaces and landscape

Plate 55: Pioneering use of reinforced concrete in the
1930s resulted in the unmistakeable stepped Sshaped roof that covers the entrance turnstiles to
Dudley Zoological Gardens

7.94 Castle Hill forms a long,
broad space created through
improvement of the historic route
th
during the early 19 century,
cutting off the eastern end of
Castle Street by running through
the St Edmund’s churchyard.
Despite its width, and the
generous gaps in the building line,
including the green space of the
zoological gardens, the large
buildings provide a strong sense
of definition and with boundary
walls and tall trees, provide some
sense of enclosure to the road,
helping to channel views along it.

7.95 As an approach to the town
centre, the spread of buildings along the street from the initial group at the foot of the hill
provides a low density of development that delays the moment of arrival until the top of the
hill, creating a stretched out gateway. On the north side of the road this is a result of the
positive historic feature of the green spaces of the zoological gardens and castle.
7.96 Where the it meets the Broadway and Castle Street in the west, the road narrows and is
enclosed by buildings on Castle Street, creating a stronger gateway point, reflecting the
historic extent of the medieval and Early Modern town centre that forms the core of the
conservation area.
Activity and use
7.97 Historically, this area would have formed an important part of the road route through
Dudley and along which the town developed, albeit partially redirected to an alternative
th
course in the early 19 century. It remains the main route into the town from the major
highways, neighbouring boroughs and settlements and Birmingham as the major regional
centre. It receives a high volume of through traffic, as well as buses, both stopping on the
road and accessing the bus station via Birmingham Street. It is also the route used by many
pedestrians to access the zoo and castle, whilst there are a small number of shops, offices
and a martial arts centre and a casino. The former Odeon Cinema is now the Kingdom Hall of
the Jehovah’s Witnesses, but is mainly accessed via its car park Trindle Road, reducing the
amount of activity this generates on Castle Hill.
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7.98 Except for passengers waiting at the bus stops and a steady flow of small groups of
pedestrians approaching or leaving the zoo, there is generally little pedestrian movement in
the area during the day, although there may be more activity associated with the casino in the
evenings or with the Kingdom Hill at weekends and Mosque on Fridays. Indeed, the area
seems very quiet and shows evidence of long term decline, perhaps reflecting the loss of the
main draw of activity to the railway station at its foot, as well as the more regular se of the
entertainment venues. Several shop units are currently vacant, whilst the theatre has been
vacant for several years. The martial arts centre however, demonstrates that this is a viable
area for specialist businesses requiring easy access by road.
Green character
7.99 Although not particularly green in
itself, the street passes the green space
of the zoological gardens which
provides a green gap on the edge of the
town centre that helps to define its
boundaries. The mature trees along the
edges of the zoo rise well above the
boundary wall and contribute to the
enclosure and definition of the space of
Castle Hill, as well as channelling views
along the street up to wards Castle
Street or out across the plain to the east
beyond the town centre.
7.100 The area includes a small number
Plate 56: Mature trees within Dudley Zoological
Gardens provide a green backdrop to an
of mature street trees, notably
otherwise robustly built up part of the town
surrounding the front of the Station
Hotel, which contributes to the character
of this gateway area as an established area of townscape. The tree planting on the long
section of the road climbing the hill is sparse, however, leaving a hard landscape dominated
route up the hill.
7.101 The area of and scoping at the front of the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ Hall also contributes
positively to the amenity of the street scene and adds a positive setting to the listed former
cinema building.
7.102 Further greenery at the crest of the hill is added by the garden at the front of King
Charles House, providing a surviving element of the gracious garden setting of this large
Georgian house. St Edmund’s churchyard, just to the west adds further greenery, whilst the
mature trees in both plots are seen as a single are of tree planting at the top of the hill, with
the town of the church rising above the cloud of foliage in summer.
Views
7.103 The was castle built to dominate this road controlling the route over the ridge of hills to
the midlands plateau beyond and therefore is prominent in the views from the road, helping to
illustrate a part of its historical function. The view of the zoological gardens entrance with the
listed chairlift climbing the hill, with attractive tree planting to the castle ruins above
contributes a particularly interesting combination of positive character features and heritage
assets in the adjacent Castle Hill Conservation Area.
7.104 The road channels views up the hill towards the historic core of the town centre with the
church tower and King Charles House as a focus. Nearer the top of the hill the earl of Dudley
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State and the row of Georgian townhouses framing Green Man Entry become more
prominent as focal features in the view.
Buildings
7.105 The older buildings on Castle Hill provide evidence of development at the east end of
th
the historic core of the town centre from the early 18 century, with the rebuilding of St
Edmund’s Church after clearance of the area just over half a century before, followed by the
development of King Charles House and No. 5 Castle Hill as large houses (possibly taking
advantage of larger plots on the outskirts of the town centre for prestigious residences. The
building of St Edmund’s Church provides evidence of the Earl, as the area’s major landowner,
working with the Church of England to help provide educational facilities, whilst the
architecture draws attention to connections with the Earl’s other buildings in the local area.
7.106 Buildings at the foot of the hill illustrate historic development of the entertainment
district for the town centre, that includes cinema, theatre, hotel and the zoological gardens,
which had begun with construction of the opera house in 1899 and the hotel near the same
time. The area was transformed by comprehensive redevelopment in the 1930s to provide a
distinctive
collection
of
contemporary
buildings
in
complementary forms, styles
and materials. These help to
illustrate the development of
new forms of entertainment and
their popularity in Dudley in the
th
early 20 century, providing a
temporary relief from the urban
life of the manufacturing district,
but perhaps also a sense of
sophistication for an urban
community like Dudley’s as a
focus of the entertainments, in
the most up-to-date buildings.
Plate 57: Castle Hill was a focus for modern
entertainment in the 1930s and buildings like this show
the modern architectural styles of the era.
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8. Key issues and opportunities for enhancement.
8.1 Whilst the focus of the character appraisal is to define the significance of the conservation
area and identify the positive character features that contribute to this, a number of issues or
negative features were identified during the survey and stakeholder consultation. Establishing
which elements of the Conservation Area potentially harm its significance is equally important
to identifying the elements that better reveals its significance. Visual detractors and threats to
the area should be considered as opportunities for enhancement and better revealing the
significance of the conservation area through the positive management of change. Key issues
and negative features are summarized below:8.2 Poorly designed development which is out of context:- Sections of Dudley’s Town
Centre were renewed in the post-war period with the introduction of some street facades that
show little respect for their historic context, being over large and poorly situated and having
limited visual quality with expanses of poorly proportioned and relatively blank facade. The
Trident Centre in High Street and the ‘In Shops’ in Castle Street are examples of this.
th
Development in Dudley during the later 20 century wiped away a significant amount of the
historic character of some of the town centre’s most historic areas, notably parts of Castle
Street, the market place and High Street. Whilst the historic spaces and a number of surviving
historic buildings maintain the area’s status as an area of special historic and architectural
interest, many of the replacement buildings or replacement facades constructed at this time
were of unexceptional quality and some were even of poor design and construction and
consequently area deemed to have degraded the quality of the townscape. Key failings
include the use of an unsympathetic palette of materials, poor choice of scale of development
and failure to maintain the historic character of streets of tall narrow fronted buildings
providing the distinctive character of an historic market town. A notable failure in many cases
is the use of poor quality detail or lack of fenestration to upper floors, failings to provide a
frontage that adequately addresses the street. Such anonymous development detracts from
the qualities that make Dudley an attractive historic town, furthermore they provide little to the
individuality and local character and distinctiveness of the town.
8.3 Lack of vitality in the town centre: This is clearly a wider issue than one just affecting
the historic environment, but there is potential of low economic activity leading to a negative
cycle of low usage levels of buildings and lack of maintenance of historic buildings,
developing into a general character of neglect, resulting in loss of the town centre’s distinctive
character and potentially leading to further decline. The Council have been actively seeking to
address this by working with partner organisations such as English Heritage and the Heritage
Lottery Fund to draw in funding to the town centre for regeneration that makes use of the its
historic buildings and spaces. Nevertheless the decline of comparison goods shopping and
occupancy of office premise in the town centre have been notable in the past nine years.
8.4 Breakdown of plot patterns and gaps in the physical fabric of the town centre: Over
time, often as a result of piecemeal demolition and partial redevelopment, there have
occurred a number of negative impacts on the town's historic townscape creating areas
where Dudley’s classic perimeter block patterns of development has broken down. This is
mainly an historic issue generated by the clearances that took place as long ago as the 1930s
and 60s, although some smaller sites, such as the land at the rear of the Gypsy’s Tent, is
more recent. It has resulted some very poor frontages to historic streets, particularly where
there are gap sites in the street. Such areas impact negatively on the Conservation Area as
they transmit confused visual messages, presenting backs of buildings and servicing
arrangements to established public routes and spaces and breaking down otherwise
established edges to development blocks.
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8.5 Edges to Tower Street and King Street are particular examples of this gnawing away of
the edges of perimeter blocks, this ‘leaking’ the enclosed street spaces, disrupting the built
continuity, introducing gap sites and creating public views within the perimeter to inner courts
providing parking and servicing to building backs. A further notable example is the Inhedge
gardens and the historic area bordering Trindle Road and adjacent to the bus station. These
sites provide opportunities to generate more positive frontages through new developments,
that also has the potential to contribute to the economic and social regeneration of the town
centre.
8.6 Vacant upper floors and vacant development sites: Throughout the conservation area
there are a number of empty and boarded-up shops, vacant development sites and vacant
upper floors create a poor image of the town centre. There is a substantial potential to bring
vacant floor-space back into beneficial use as has been demonstrated through the Dudley
Town Centre Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) where a number of vacant properties have
been brought back into active use with the incentive of external grant funding to assist
applicants and opportunity sites have been identified in the Dudley Area Action Plan.
8.7 Derelict condition of the former Congregationalist Chapel site and burial ground:
This is a large green space o the south side of King Street, with the potential to provide a
green focal area for new development to the south of the town centre and a pleasant route
from these to the town centre shopping areas. However they have been derelict for a
considerable period of time, resulting in loss of their potential contribution and attracting
antisocial behaviour.
8.9 Poorly designed shopfronts and poorly designed signage: All outdoor
advertisements affect the appearance of the host building where they are placed as well as
the appearance and character of the Conservation Areas. Despite there being obvious
improvements within the Conservation Area there are regrettably still a number of properties
within the Conservation Area that have remained unaltered and still possessing their poorly
designed shopfronts and signage. Consideration needs to be given to the use of
discontinuance notices being used in combination with external grant assistance and further
guidance being provided to shopkeepers and business’s on the importance of having
attractive shopfronts and signage.
8.10 Decline in use of commercial and office space: This now appears to be a long term
trend particularly suggesting that the retail use of the town centre (along with many town
centres) may have permanently contracted to a smaller size to support a smaller range of
businesses that have a particular need for a physical outlet in a convenient local centre.
Even some more successful town centres have recently experienced a trend towards
contraction of their shopping area to provide a more intensively used area with a more
stimulating shopping experience, whilst the types of offer in town centre has also changed.
This change may represent an opportunity to rebalance the town centre by using
redevelopment to generate a larger residential population within the town centre as a means
of bringing historic buildings into beneficial use or restoring poor frontages, whilst creating
more focused commercial and ‘office’ areas.
8.11 Minor changes resulting in loss of loss of architectural detailing: Materials and
detailing make an important contribution to the historic character of buildings and include
locally distinctive styles and features, as well as evidence of the age of each area’s
development and use. Loss of these features through minor changes has affected many
areas, often through the insertion and replacement of historic shopfronts in the past. As a
traditional town centre the conservation area’s special interest is expressed through such
features and their loss particularly loss has a significant cumulative negative impact. The
Townscape Heritage initiative has been THI has been helping to put these details back,
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restoring the historic character and quality of the town’s buildings. However new proposals for
shopfronts and changes to windows would be expected to seek to reveal the area’s historic
significance by restoring historic detailing where possible.
8.12 Broken connection with the castle: The loss of both the physical and psychological
connection between the town centre and the castle area is a notable loss to the combined
significance of these two heritage assets. An opportunity remains to either visually or
physically reunite the two areas through public realm enhancement at Broadway and Little
Castle Street, with a high potential value to enhance the economy of the town centre by
drawing visitors into the town from this major tourist attraction.
8.13 Vacant condition of the Hippodrome: The former Hippodrome Theatre is now in a
deteriorating condition. It also has some negative impacts on the adjacent Castle Hill
Conservation Area, in terms of its impact on the views out from the area, as well as views to it
from the west. Prominently situated at a major gateway to the town centre it must be a priority
to secure investment that can make a positive contribution to the special interest and
character and appearance of the conservation area.
8.14 Poor impression of the gateway to the town at Queen’s Cross/High Street: The
long term lack of use and derelict condition of buildings in this area, as well as the lack of
definition of the frontage to some properties, leave this as a poor gateway to the town centre
with considerable potential for enhancement through reinvestment in the historic buildings to
restore them to a beneficial use. Redevelopment of the land north of Greystone Street also
presents an opportunity to better define this area through overlooking development.
8.15 The use of external roller shutters: This has been identified previously as a having a
negative impact on the character of the area by adding unsympathetic features to the most
visible elevations of historic buildings, whilst potentially concealing other historic details. More
generally their use is particularly notable on take-away premises that tend to be closed during
the daytime, creating blank frontages that result in a lack of perceived activity and vitality of
the town centre as a commercial area.
8.16 Under used and designed public green space at the Inhedge/Horsley Gardens: The
public Gardens provide attractive features but are poorly integrated with surrounding buildings
and are poorly laid out and furnished. This provides a significant opportunity to improve the
town centre, including enhancement of surrounding buildings, by better integrating them with
this area.
8.17 Congested Wolverhampton Street: Wolverhampton Street is a distinctive narrow
th
street with many of the town centre’s early 19 century buildings. Unfortunately this makes
the poor condition of buildings and small number of very ugly modern buildings more
conspicuous and is not conducive to traffic flow. This causes problems where there are
demands for on-street parking and high pedestrian footfall. Motorists are channelled to
Wolverhampton Street by to routes into the town centre and it is the main access for the
convenient basement car parking at the Trident Shopping Centre. As such the attractiveness
of Wolverhampton Street as a shopping street has been severely depleted, with tangible
impacts on the vitality of its businesses. Opportunities to reduce congestion and crowding of
this street should be investigated.
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8.18 Assessing the Impact of Development Proposals on Heritage in a view:
Development within the Conservation Area needs to give more attention to assessing the
impact of specific development proposals on what is of heritage significance within a view. A
consistent approach will need to be given to how this will be assessed referencing the Historic

Figure 21: View of Dudley from the top of Hall Street.
England Document ‘Seeing History in the View’ (May 2011) and Historic England Historic
Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3: The Setting of Heritage Assets.
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9. Boundary Review
9.1 All of the foregoing sections combine to allow the definition of a core area of the wider
urban area of Dudley that is demonstrably both coherent and connected and is manifestly of
special historic and architectural interest and worthy of its conservation area designation. The
appraisal confirmed that, the boundary of the conservation area covers an appropriate area
that represents the special historic and architectural interest of the historic town centre,
including at its heart the Medieval core of the town (identifiable through its street pattern) and
containing features that contribute positively to the character and appearance of the area that
are desirable to preserve. Opportunities to enhance the area have also been identified. A
small number of minor boundary changes were identified and made to the 2005 Conservation
Area boundary to include key historic buildings that contribute to the historical and
architectural interest of the town centre. These comprise:
9.2 The Magistrate’s Court, The Inhedge: The building has been identified as the best
th
example of later 20 century architecture in the town centre, representing the continuing
development of the area for the town centre for implementing law and order, as well as
serving as a symbol of the town’s local prestige.
9.3 The Baptist Church, Priory Road and the Methodist Church, Wolverhampton Street. Both
th
of these are 20 century buildings representing the investment of two sizeable religious
communities in the town centre and buildings that provide communal value for their
congregations. The Methodist Chapel’s site also includes a substantial burial ground that
forms an important historic green space on Wolverhampton Street. Both churches provide
evidence of the continuing role of the town centre as a religious centre for the surrounding
th
district into the 20 century and beyond.
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Figure 22 Dudley Town Centre Conservation Area
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